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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
VOLUME NUMB EE FORTY-SEVEN

THURSDAY, JANUARY

CHRISTMAS

BANKING

CLUB
and
have

MONEY

You
Come

THE GERMANS OF THIS PLANTS CLOSED
MANY MEETINGS ATPASTORS ARE
CITY CANNOT ESCAPE
FOR WANT OF
TENDED BY MAYOR
AT HEARING
COAL SUPPLY
TO PROTEST
GERMANS OF HOLLAND MUST
PLACES FOR REGISTRATION
SEVERAL IN HOLLAND HAVE HAVE BEEN DESIGNATED GRAND HAVEN CLERGY ARB AOHAVE FINGER TIPS
PRINTED
Miut Also Give

a

BEEN COMPELLED TO SHUT
DOWN.

Themselvesto Chief of Police

Van Ry

On

Working

TIVE IN OPPOSITION TO BUN-

DAY PETITIONS

Em

ployess of the Shoe Factory Ask-

A Very Narrow Mar-

Suggest Commission of Five Laws

ing for More Light, Presented

To Act On Legality of Such

gin.

a Move.

Beginning February 4 an] continuing until February 9 inclusive, Gorman
The gravity of the fuel famine is
alien enemies of Holland and vicinity shown by the fact that a number of
must register at the city ha’l where Holland manufacturing plants have
Chief Van Ry will be in ehirge.
been compelledto close down temporThe law is mighty strick on this ally because they did not have fuel
point and any German born person uot enough to keep going and were unable
holding full citizenship papers is in- to get any more.
cluded in the list that must register or
Among those that have already shut

They must not go alone either, they
must take a “likeness”of thcmsclve*
along and it must be a late photograph
It costs nothing to join and is the one sure way to have money.
so that Uncle Samuel will not bo misYoucanbegin with 10 cents, Scents, 2 cents or l cent, and increase
taken in the features should said peryour deposit the same amount each week. In 50 weeks:
son be wanted later.
There is still more required from
them than this. Every German alien

CLUB PAYS $127.50
CLUB PAYS 6S.75
2-CENT CLUB PAYS 25.50
1-CENT CLUB PAYS 12.7S

PetitionContaining 310 Signed By

Others Are Keeping

In

10-CEHT
5-CEHT

ELECTION IN SPRING

Photograph of

be considered a traitor or spy. So it
behooves these Germans to get busy
and see Chief Van Ry at the City Hall
on the dates mentioned.

can join;

NUMBER THREE

17, 1918

The

council meeting

was

called to

order by Mayor Vandersluis at 7:4.’»
la-t evening with Aldermen Drink* a

At the special hearing of the

common

council of Grand Haven on the propo-

ami Dobben absent. The mayor
sition of submittingthe question of
begged the council’s pardon for being
Sunday opening of the moving pieinro
a little late, stating, with a smilo, that
shows, a representation of the connhe had attended 11,340 meetingsthat
ty-eeat ministecial association enterday in behalf of citty matters. There
ed formal protest. There was nothiaf
was little doubt that he ik paying but
unexpected about the move of the minter

down are the Holland Furnace, Limberts, Thompson Mfg. Oo., *I)e Tree

Htle attention to ladies wearing appar-

a numl>er of local clergyman
have been active in oppoaiton eineo
Chemical Co., Bush Sc Lane Piano Co., aces very little of him. Yesterday
the opening petitions were flroi cirWest Michigan. Some of the other coal conservation took all his time and
culated.
concernsare running on a very nar- no doubt will for some time to come.
The circuit court room at the oonrl
row fuel margin which may oompell The first matter brought up, was a
house was well filled, with men nn4
them to shut down unteu relief comes petition presented by Alderman Lawwomen, ooine of. whom represented vnrvery soon.
rence and signed by 310 employeesof
ions churches, At a table instdo of
‘We don’t want to shut down at the Shoe Factory and employeeafrom
the court rail a group of Grand Hnvtn
this time of the year when in my line other industries in that vicinity,askministers followed the proceeding*
conditions are such that we would like ing that more lights be placed on 15th
io run more hours a day than fewer,
isters as

el these days and the ribbon counter

registered must have his fiinger prints

and to shut down completely is the
taken and for that reason the chief last thing wc would have wished.”
has secured some printer’sin!-, a printThe shutting down of the plants
er’s roller and a slab of glass, so that
the impressions can be easily taken. 'bears down hard on the laboring men
The finger tip is pressed on the ink- who work in them. With the cost- of
Or you can begin with the largest amount and decrease your
ed roller, and further the regulation living abnormallyhigh it is hard on
npayments each week. You can deposit 50 cents, $1 .00 or $5.00 or more
says the following: “The thumb and them to go without their income for
each week.
finger should then be rolled lightlyen
the paper in the space designate! for even a short period of time.
We pay 4 per cent interest. Come in and ask about it
Unless the unusual weather Continues
each. The registrationoffner MiOiU
j>ns.- the ringer lightly so that a -Nan for a long time, it is expected that
impression may be made. The rolling the period of closing down of most of

SH

z;

ESSErSs

que.t° Znimoti™ gT.ntd^' "

I

,rrl,n 'h"rchi R'v- J'

M

Christian Reformed church; Rev. Dr.
Poor Master Frank Brieve reported
Ferringa,6t. John’s Episcopal chnrah;
that $8K.6fi had been expended in beRev. Henry Harmeling,First Reformhalf of the poor within the last two
ed church, and Rev. I. W. Minor,
weeks. This is very nominal considerMethodistchurch.
ing that we have the most strenuous
Formal protest was voiced by tbs
winter upon us, since ’61.
ministers,
in brief addresses to thn
At.......
the —last
meeting ut
of the
......
mr iPolice
mice

|

*

—

WM

and Fire Board the new White Service counfi1' aml the chief P°Jnt nia*d
of the finger is important, so that the
the
plants
will be brief. With fuel Truck was accepted as o. k. The coun- the ,eK*,lty of thp P°Pu,»r vote on tbo
lines on the side as well as the face
given the right of way on the railroads cil last night confirmed the action of subject of Sunday movies. In a formof the finger may be shown.
al resolution presnnieff it was WfAfter this has been done for the it is believed that a considerable the board.
thumb and each finger of each hand, amount will roach Holland before verv
gested that the question of legalityb*
Despite
the mci
fact that
—
mat severnever*
flat impressions of the four fingers of long.
al
kick,
h.d
been
re*i,tered
bo-.u.. ' *" * ^“P ”' «v« »Uorne,-,. The*
each hand should be taken simultanth*
eously and pressed upon the paper in
cighl plows couldn't clean awav aiatv
ln
01
opposition
is
apparently,
whether
Bo*
the blank spaces provided for this purfive mile, of packed .now within a few ' '>','’Mi,ion
whether
pose.
day movies can be legalized by * vet*
IN ZEEhours caused by the most severe storm
So you see that there can be no misof the people.
ever experienced by the present genertake after the government gets thru,
OFFICE,
Daniel F. Pagelscn gave a statement
that the right person is meant when it
ation, Mayor Vandersluis praised the. . .
of
the operation of the old blue laws,
>s found that the picture of the per ZEELAND MAN ARRESTED AND engineering depnrtmentfar it, efficientP’ ,,h'
0P*r*‘
'>, th' °ld Wu, "
son and the finger prints correspond, CHARGED WITH GIVING HOLf*f
service, in doing w.ll .. i, did
'h' pr°,“l"
should the person be wanted by the
LAND WOMAN LIQUOR
home rule which had been mad* by
the face of unprecedenteddifficulties.
government.
the last legislature. He was of th*
He also praised the efficiencyof the
Martin hdding of Zeeland was bound
opinion that the passage of an ordinPAIR
over to Circuit Court by Justice Robin- Holland Fire Department,for handling
ance permitting the theaters to ope*
in the charge of furnishing liquor a difficult situationso well in the
TO
TO son
to a Holland woman. It seems that howling storm of Saturday,when the on Sunday, followinga vote of th*
people, would be legal and right.
Deputy Sheriff Dick Homkes of HolTWO SOLDIERS ARE AS ALIKE land and Marshal Unstable of Zeeland Hayden Auto Co. garage took fire on Replies were made to Mr. Pagelsen's
tkwenth street. Says the mayor: “I
AS TWO PEAS IN A
alleged they accidentally run onto the
remarks by Rev. Vruwink, Rev. Ven*pair and entered the office of W. <J. De wa, right there on the job when it klasscn and Dr. Ferringa.
POD.
Jongh of Zeeland and found Martin happened and better fire laddies can’t
Very little of the bitterness,which
some
times
crops
during
Chester J. Lahuis of Zeeland and Lding in company with a Holland wo- be found
......
.....
-r- out
—
— •* the
— « agiUWallace J. Kuite of Holland left yes- man, a minor, and they allege furth-r
Dr. Kool, filed hi, onth of office l..t
•PPr1''1^ *h*
terday for Augusta, Ga., where they that two bottles of beer were uncork, ...
"‘meeting. There were questions from
1 Wl ,e a,’tinffhealth officer persons in the audience even arguhave been assigned by the government ed and dead while ten live ones were
found in a basket.
while Dr. Mersen is west for his ment, for ami against, but all stateto do duty in the Ordnance department
They claim that there was no light health.
at the National Arsenal.
ments were made with respect for the
opinions of the other side. In fact th*
The two young men gave the Hoi m the office,when the couple were disIt is up to the Board of Police and
dispositionto force the question thru
land examining board quite a surprise covered. Mr. DcJongh owner of the
as their physical examinationshowi office claims that the only reason he Fire Commissionersto enforce Prud- hurriedly was not apparent by either
that they are practicallylike in near knew of why Wing should be in the den*. Fuel regulations. The Common side.
office at all was for the purpose of Council put it up to the Board last
ly every point.
Moving picture managements wer*
Lahuis weighs 161H pounds, Kuite keeping up the fire. He denies anv evening. The Citizens of Holland ean represented at the meeting but they
had nothing m
to say,
say, me
the mailer
matter being
1<»1 pounds, in height Lahuis measures
be nssnrpH tk.t
neinf
brin* ,hm be ...ured that the Police Bonrd will left to any one define to talk ia fa,
inches, Kuite 71 >4 inches. Iu
^o: __ porate in every way to help them or of Sunday opening. When the petichest expansion, Lahuis 33% expan
livo up to the law. No doubt there will tion8 wpre nled with the council, th*
sion to 37%, Kuite 33 to 37.
Like an old horse jockey, Uncle Ham
FURN. OO.
many changes in the regulationsr""0™!®'"?! w“ ma,le ,he rat,‘
has to thoroughlyinspect the human
TO
animals teeth. In this examination
mnlrvir
,hC
.onsorvat.on committee and. the Police forcing the issue, but the whole matit was found that Lahuis has every
D0T?ihEifa
BU«NEBS
IN
TWO
tooth in his head except No.' 6 in the
Hoard will point out to the citizens. t,,r wou,d bc loft for the voters to d*YEARS AND BETTER LINE
lower jawj, on the other hand it was
While the law must be lived up to, the
AND SERVICE
shown that Kuite had all of his grindtask on the part of the Board will no» i Ma-T.ort^utit invitcd any ono wh*
bc nno (.niiin
iap "°ara will not desired to speak pro and con, to ad
ers but No. 6 in the upper jaw.
Grand Rapids Horald-Evcrv seasan
one calling for officiousness but | dress the meeting. A free discissioi
The counterparts will be stationed icea the Holland Furniture Co’s line
rather of co-operationand no doubt of views were announced as the obat the same place and will be assigned
Rrow in popularity.Since E. p. fit.the same kind of worTc.
ject of the meeting. Many womea
p an took hold of the management of the citizens are as anxious as the board
Chester J. Lalluis is the only son of
to fall in with the regulations laid were present and there were group*
from the various church organiaatioat
A. La Hum, Zeeland merchant, Wallace I anti an th- buflint,"H ha« been indown by the state, wrth the hope of in the audience.
.And
»>a,
•L Kuite is the only son of Jacob b^n
been of the most substantial sort.
apeedy relief in the fuel situation.
}JU] e- tho mea‘ market proprietor of
Not only has Mr. Stephan doubled
The fact that there is going to be MUSKEGON HOMES
r.r. K.T\0f1,,hf P1*"' in
election this
.hown
VALUED TOO HIGH
,h.4d i,ui h,• hM *'**'<'<"1
INTERUBBAN HITS
on good furniture and good service As when places for registrationwere deaSAY CITY FATHER]
'in. i, Ar, m.de ih» ignated.Registration will be held on
MAN WITH CUTTER *
,l 7er w»» before. Stephan is a January 26 from 8 A. M. to 8 P. M
Members of the Muskegon Oommoi
John De Free, 221 Weet 28th 8t. nno^ 0n, thatu He "on’t stand for
Council claim that as the result of th
while driving his cutter between the poor workmanship nor slighting in the
work of the state tax commission com
high snow bank and an oncoming naterial used in construction.As
pleted a year agoxscore*of house* i
interurban was struck by car 111 or, resul the line itself has increased ma
various parts of Muskegon are aesesr
THIRD
IN
tonally
in
popularity.
the corner of River Avenue and 10th
cd a, from 50 per cent to double tbei
street. The horse balked at the snow
IN
value. They favor a revision of
service
?0pha"
uPon
and balked at the ear with the
Tl"» m(,an8
mp""> he has inii«ted
thaV
that the cutter
was .wunr
swung onto the
Ottawa county has sent six students
atler wa,
the ^*t..when
P'”'"','Pt.il »? Pr0m,"e
wa" ma(,e to a
track in front of the oncoming ear.
8houId b* kept. ,0. 'I1'
''t,bli"!' maJmch"1. JLue. Th, prewat
The top was torn off and damage done He haa exerted him, elf to the otmo.t
J ihC MU50rp’ ‘n L.tion., however, mu.t .land for a.
to the extent of $10. John De Prec
rand Rapid, and rark. th.rd
,hen , wh0,„,
was uninjured.
and to make the furniture just as he the -auntie, of weatern M.ehlg.n
jownwl,a !, extremely like!
PT!8K
it would be made. repre,ent.t.onThe .Indent,.re: L.
here have o
Bat Stephan, while doubling the vol- «. Bl.ke.lee,Spring take; Nieholn.
it hou,p, ,t 1(M lkl
NELIUS
ume of his business,has not done so at \ries, Berlin; John LaHu.s and
d valuation and have foul
TO
Kvnhranflt HHudsonvllle,
iwl Mnn
HpssoI T^n
Rynbrandt,
Hessel
Ten
Ire Iir,nSe .°f 8Jfety* Hii ac«>™ts
no takers.
JOHN AREND8HORST TAKES OV- he
mi
d ?'U "Ure '0n('"- IndMd, Have and William H. Pickett,Nunlea.
he made somethingof a record in the
These
young
men,
along with nearly
ER INSURANCE CLENTAOB
last half year, for his report showed 150 others are rapidly fitting themTEA;
not a single “bad” account and onlv selves for preferred service in the U.
Cornelius G. Van Putten, bette”
$3,000 in “slow” accounts. He has 8. Army Signal Corps. In enrolling in
known as Nelius, clerk at Chief Van
put the plant on a paying basis and is Grand Rapids school they are respond- SUNDAY SCHOOL LEAGUE 1
Ry’s office at the city hall, will join
START THURSDAY NIGHT;
making the line go better than ever be- ing to a call from the government for
Uncle Barn’s forces In the very nearlfore He hm orn„ti,i
. - men to get into immediatetraining for
FIRST CHURCH ys. 3RD
future. On Dee. 13, he left fo, Drtrni, | tive' ^'n/VaiJr.'' w" ‘kn!Tb,h0e
CHURCH
the Signal Corps as telegraphers.Western Michigan has been asked for 425,
I l.und ont th\?Ten,I^ed“.ll “.3”r‘, ‘“‘y
SH'ini! f“r”itUr'The Sunday School Basket b
in the nation wide call for 20,000,
quiremeots exacted by the government.
Without telegraphers, the men who league will start Thursday night wi
He is waiing word to go to Jackson
TO BECOME FARM AGENT
flash the most important of all mes- First and Third churches as opponen
1 villa. Fla., where he will be stationed
Next Tuesday evening 14th St. a
D.
L.
McMillan,
who
for a number of sages and information from outpost to
in the quartermaster’s corps.
. , * ..... /-• - ........ «*
headqaurters and from general to gen- Trinity churches will clash.
Mr. Van Putten has been an insur Ir *7,,® ^ 8 fin® farm n(‘ar ^P’
These fonr churches are the or
eral, and from airplane to ground stathree and one- ° J ,IIe’, “ at
to the
..r. „ fi— K...:
of Ottawa County Farm Airent tions, the vast fighting forces of Un- ones to start but if any other chui
cle Sam would be helpless. The Signal wishes to enter they should notify!
work
of tne
the bureau. Upon leaving 'f O'P*
orP9*8 called tnc
the “nerve*”
busineaa will takpn ovpr hr
w
'rK 01
nerve*” and the
the rector
rector Van
van Tongeren
xungi*®** at
-- once.
, tolls ’ thi8 offipe Mr* McMiI1*n wil1 Tirnh.hlv “eyes” of the arrr
i:.So^,^.tue;\fort",bLuba
0.*
Fair until Mr. Van Putten returns.
Fair until Me. Van Putten retnen,. (s
thU
T.nge^n.
>

Bank

Holland ;City State

EVERY GOOD 'AMERICAN
Provides for the future welfare of those dependent

upon him

for support.

Will your

widow and orphans be independent or

dependent.
Our

Life

Income Plan

will

guarantee their indepen-

*

HOLLAND
FOUND
LAND

A. BIGGE, Dist. Mgr.
North- Western Mutual Life

po1"'

'',he

WOMAN

CLAIM

P”

ini

HERE’SA

EftRVBODf
It is

REM

Surely Good

IRIS

News

THE KNICKERROCKER
THEATER
in

KIETH VAUDEVILLE

in,-™.

7U

--

STEPHAN MAKES
HOLLAND
RUSH
FRONT

is a

rare treat for Holland

Thursday-Friday'-Sati^rday

AMERICAN MINSTREL MAIDS
Special Scenery— 4 Real Minstrel Show-The above

j

Act in addition to Regular Bill— Special 10 and

20 cent

Matinee Saturday.

NOTE

INCUBATORS

spring

rr'*

j

I

Hen Mamoth you can turn 10,000 eggs

in ten seconds.

use and

sell

the Blue

Hen.

Large Hatchery

VAN PUTTEN TO
OO
THE FRONT

2S

Wolverine Hatchery

PkiM 2U-2L

GENERAL AGENTS
ZeelaiA Mckicai

?

r

/

®;h00'

I’

autWi^J

.monS

R
M.P
m

De

'

fhom,

I

u

OYSTER SUPPERTO
WINNING

k: ,

minut^0

'

„

’

of the best chicks.

,

^

OTTAWA RANKS
NUMBER
ARMY SCHOOL

«k

|

We

,imr

that

remitwh,™

" Our Matinees are Wednesday and Saturday.
Every evening pictures start at 7 o’clock and run
till about 8:30, then the Vaudeville, and after the
Vaudeville the pictures are run again. So you can
come any time after seven o’clock and go home
early or late, at your pleasure, having seen a complete show for 10 20 or 30 cents.

In a Blue

I

TP

V^! ^

Here

:
*\

-

,

the Biggest and Beat

is Playing

anywhere.”
""V'
, ....
-

„

Cite.

.

DRAW

dence.

C.

’

,

w Tnhn
Tnkn

Pre9ent

.........

“la
amuu:„wi'1
« ^10^,
r"'7 ^liity.

^..w^Tvan

«

hoLand

-PAGirVWO

oomvMom
THAT

PUBLICITY NO

Farmers Clear Stretch
of the

CORRESPONDINTS

LONGER GIVEN
DIVORCE CASES

West Michigan

Snow

Pike of

NOT]

City

3VCXJ

FAMILY TROUBLES NOT FEATURED IN OTTAWA PAPERS TILL
DECREE IS GRANTED

During the recent unusual blizzard*
the county road commission has been

ZEELAND

besieged with requests for the clearing

away of

the immense drifts

on

Mrs. G. DoJong« is visiting at the
son-in law and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Huizinga at Beaverdam.
Mrs. H. Enter and daughter have returned from Grand Rapids where they
wpenrt a fewr daya visit at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. H. Ryscamp.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Maynard of Grand Rapids, a daughter. Mrs.
Maynard was formerly Miss Lizzie
Bouwens of this city.
Carpenters have began work at the
school where they are changing thaold
seventh grade room in the high school
building into two recitationrooms by
building a partition thru it. These
two rooms will make good sized recitation rooms as they are larger than the
others by 11 square feei. Class room
No. Ill on the second floor will be utilized not for the school library but as
a high school library, where the students can do their reference work. The
library will have 550 volumes to start
with and this number will soon be increased. Meanwhile the school library
will remain on the main floor of the
•old building.
H. Heemstra,janitor at the Zeeland
school is confined to his home on
Church street with illness and his place
is being filled by Dick Van Loo.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Elenbaas and
two chiludren of Fairfield,Montana,
are spending an ertended visit at the
home of the former’s father,Mr. P. Elvenbaas on E. Main street.

WORK HEAVY

GERMANY LOSES
MONOPOLY ON

DURING LAST
SIX

MONTHS

OLOOK

AMERICA JUST AS GOOD
AS GERMAN.

Particularly notwortby is the work

and farmers along the West Michigan
Pike, who worked like nailers all day
Monday and have the road nicely
cleaned and made safe for traffic from
the Grand Haven city limits south to
the Crow corner:. The work was hard

and there was no compensationbut
the farmers who participated in the
bee, have the satisfactionof knowing
that they performeda real public serv'icft*

HOME MISSION SOCIETY MEETS
Work In Alaska Forms Theme

of In-

terestingDiscussions

Scarcely a day passes that Germany

CLEAR.
An interestingfeature about the
semi-annualreport of Prosecuting Attorney Fred T. Miles, made Tuesday,

tions of the law violationsin Ottawa
county practicallypay for themse’ves.

In the

detailed report covering five

typewritten piges the amounts of the
fines,

pinesses, were too sacred for public

-

conduct are usually accompanied by
drunkenness.

Of the 32 cases of disorderly there
were ten that did not pay the ensta
and in whose cases the county naturally had to bear the burden of paying
for the prosecution; of the 137 convictions for drunkenness66 failed tj pay
the costs, which amounted to 1 consid-

3

-

Is

the fact brought out that the prosecu-

in all cases of conviction are
given and it is al«o noted when the
time in the court.
In the resent furniture market one costs are paid or not. And in a very
discharged on examination, 7; escapes,
Many applications for divorce arc 2; totau fine*, including a bond for- will find a great many things which large majority of cases it is noted that
filed which never get into the court feiture of $800, was $2561.41. During once were exclusively German but
the person convicted paid the coats to
at all, either the court or the attorneys the second half of the year the record which today are products of he workmaking the effort to patch up the diffi- was: total number prosecuted,403; con- men of the United States. Among the which the county had been put to bring
him to justice. In some cases where
culties between the parties and get
victed, 375 ;ncquitted, 7; dismissed, article*of real importancewhich Gerthe punishmentwas a jail sentence the
them to try married life over with a
8; nolle pressed, 13; total fines, $1116.- many has lost controlof its clock works
new start. Previously, these eases
particularlychime movemeats and the cost* have to be footed by the people
80.
were often given out for publication
movements which went into the high of the county, but on the whole the
The detailed record for the last six
county plays even on the deal, acwhen the. complaintswere filed and
priced time pieces.
months:
Arson—
4
prosecuted,
3
convictcording
to the report.
many details of domestic troubles were
Go over the beautiful exhibit of the
ed,
one
acquitted;
Assault
and
Battery
made known to the general public
-eat hall clocks shown by the Colonial
Tho county would probably more than
which had far better been left within —20 prosecuted, 18 convicted, 1 ac- Mfg. Co., of Zeeland in the Keeler Bldg,
play even were it not for the eases of
the family circle, and the courts. If quitted, 1 dismissed;Burglary— 7 prose at the furniture exhibit in Grand Rapdrunkennessand for the cases of disthere were children,the stigma of the cuted, 7 convicted; Cigarette Law Vio- ids, and there you will find 4he finest
orderly conduct. While tho two are
trouble fell upon them.
lations— 3 prosecuted,3 convicted; of chime movements all American
It was decided that home secrets Contributing to Delinquency— 2 prose- made. Until the Germans touched the listed under separate legal heads, the
whether they were troubles or hap cuted, 2 convicted; Cruelty to Animals match to start the world conflagration fact is that the charge* of disorderly

—3 prosecuted, 3 convicted; Defraud- she controlled all this class of busiairing, especiallyif there was any ing Boarding House Keepers—1 prose- peso. That is forever gone. The
At the meeting of the Home Missionmovements in thoss fine clocks ftro
chance of the parties patching up Micir
ry society of the M. E. church Monday
cuted, 1 convicted; DefraudingLivery
made in America by American workdifficulties. The new rule, which had
evening at the home of Mrs. J. Moore,
Stable Keepers- 1 prosecuted,1 conr-0
men and are just as good as ever a
the backing of every newspaper in the
the first chapter of lesson study, “Misvicted; DestroyingPosters— 2 prose- German made.
country, now makes it impossible for
DRENTHE
sionary Milestones, ’* was discussed,al“Lt will be mighty long time bethis informationto come out. In cuted, 2 convicted;Disorderly — 32
so the first chapter of “Alaska— Yesprosecuted,
32
convicted;
Drunkenness
fore
I ever buy anything with ‘Made
Benjamin Nyland of Graafschap terday,”by Mrs. Stalker, who also fact no mention is made of the divorce
—137
prosecuted,
137
convicted;
Fein
Germany’
on it,’ says Herman Mil•quent last week Wednesday and Thurv
proceedings now, until after the degave the poem, “The Peace of God—
flay at the home of Mrs. B. Hunderler,
manager
of the Zeeland plant.
lonious Assult—
prosecuted,2 accree has been granted by the court.
Alaska.” The life of Susannah Wesley,
pian and family.
“We
can
make
just as good stuff right
The new rule has now been in effect quitted, 1 nolle pressed; Forgery— 3
Miss Nancy Bredeweg of Byron Cen- mother of the founder of Methodism,
in
America
as
ever
the Germans could
‘ter waa the week-end visitor at the was discussedby Mrs. H. Te Roller, and in the county for some time, and ev- prosecuted, 3 convicted; Gambling — 3
make
and
now
that
we have been
ifcomr «f Mr. and Mrs. R. Vis.
erybody concerned agrees that it is prosecuted, 3 convicted; Game Law
the enigmas were in charge of Mrs. A.
wakened
to
that
faut
I
shall
be mighty
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ter Haar visthe proper system. Divorce hearings Violations — 13 prosecuted,12 convicted,
ited with their relatives in Zeeland E. McClellan.Mrs. Ella Whitman conslow
to
ever
give
an
order
to a Gerare not secret,but because no publi- 1 acquitted; Habitual Drunkenness—
ducted the devotions. The hostess was
last week Thursday.
man
concern
again.
Indeed
I do not
city is given the cases pending, the l prosecuted,1 convicted; Indecency
Mrs. A. VandenKolk of. Oakland who assisted by Miss Lindsey.
think
that
will
be
necessary
for I
attendance in the court room is usually 4 prosecuted, 4 convicted; Larceny—
’was taken ill with lung fever recently
:o:
think
Americans
having
found
out
what
is in a very serious condition. Her KILLED HORSES BECAUSE
small and confined to interested par- 24 prosecuted,15 convicted,1 acquitted,
they can do will do it without German
physicians could not reach her Saturties.
FEED WAS TOO HIGH
7 dismissed,8 nolle pressed; Lewd and
day and Sunday and her condition grew
aid.
Fifty-five new cases for divorce were Lascivious Habitation— 4 prosecuted,4
-fKadualljworse. There are hopes for
Mamies Slotman of Overisel, lost
“A year or so before the war broke
htt-KQOveryhowever as she is able to three horses. One was a beauty, but it filed with County Clerk Orrie J. Sluit- convicted; Liquor Law Violationt-rll
out a German with whom I had dealt
get her treatments regularly now.
was so badly kicked by another horse, er, during 1917. On January 1, 1917, prosecuted,9 convicted,2 nolle prossed;
Mr*. H. Hunderman spent one day and received injuries to such an extent there were 38 divorce cases pending. motor Vehicle Law Violations — 112 came to me and in -the course of a
conversation said:
dT last wesk at the respectivehomes of that it was necessary to kill the ani.
These has been started during 1916. prosecuted,104 convicted, 1 acquitted,
Mr. and Mto. Dick Hamburg and Mr. mal. Two other horses were killed by
“ ‘When the war breaks out that
This raised the total cases to be tried 7 nolle prossed; Polygamy— 1 prosecutjad .‘Aft 9, J0bn Struer of Holland.
Slotman himself for the reason that he
some
day is bound to, Germany will
93. During the year 1917 twenty- ed, 1 convicted; QuarantineLaw VioAdriana Sluiter who has been did not wish to keep them, saying that
conquer the world. We are ready. We
lations
—
5
prosecuted,
5
convicted;
apending the past summer at the home the price of hay at $20 per* ton was nine decrees were granted and one
•f her parents, left for Holland lad Sunday left by some who forgot to ease was dismissed.
Rape— 3 prosecuted,1 convicted,2 nolle have the training. We hkve the army.
We have the guns and the munitions
Wftek where she will 1** engaged as too high to feed the animals.
prossed;
Robbery — 1 prosecuted,1 con
During the yosr fourteen cases were
faoetrtaeper in the horn- of Mr. and
and the supplies.You don’t know what
victed;
Wife
Desertion—
3
prosecuted,
dismissed or withdrawn and twelve
!Mrs. fU&er Prins.
we have and what we have been acHolland Woman Couldn’t
were dropped because no progrew* 1 convicted,2 nolle prossed.
Last Saturday marked one of the
cumulating
in preparation for the time
Bear to Make Money Out
•most severe snow storms we have exhad been made for a period of one
when
wq
shall
conquer the world. We
, perieneed in years. Several persons reof the U. S. year. Thus at the beginningof the CLASS
have everything.’
i fbrtei having had their faces and ears
ITS FIRST
year 1918 there are 37 divorce eases
.'rozen.The road west from our village
A local woman has found a new
“Well, they thought they did have
pending in the Ottawa county circuit
• which has not been blocked as long as
method of showing her patriotism and
but they found out they didn’t. They
court, accordingto the report of the
MWOft remember was almost one snowThe Excellsior class of the First found that while they had a start on
bank. Stretches of a quarter of a mile of aiding the Ottawa County Red Cross county clerk.
Reformed
church Monday night held the rest of the world, the other nations
at
the
same
time.
When
her
interest
long had to be dug out while south of

-

PROSECUTION

IN COSTS ASSESSED BY JUSTICES IN
MOST CASES KEEP COUNTY

does not find another of her economic

all

OWN

PAY FOR

smooth sailing on the Tuesday issued the detailed report of
county roads. Because of the fact that
seerftta forever snatched from her. She
there are over two hundred miles of matrimonialsea for a number of Ot- the work done in his departmentdur- has lost the dye business of the world,
tawa County couples during the year ing the six months ending Dec. 31. Althese roads and tho cost of clearing
the chemicalbusiness generally has
would run to a big figure, no attempt 1917, according to the records of the though the work of the first six months been taken from her and vast numbers
iircuit court, as compiled by County
was made to dear these roads.
of the year was heavy, that of the of the articieswhich the world was
However, there have been some live (2c rk O. J. Sluitcr. Under the new second half of the year was still heav- content she alone should supply are
patrioticresidentsalong some of these rule of the court, the public is given ier. During the first six months the now being produced right here in the
roads who have banded together and very little informtion concerningdi- number prosecuted was 304; convict- United States and Germany has lost
vorce cases which are filed from time to ed, 281; acquitted,6; nolle pressed, 8; hem forever.
dug them out.
of the Grand Haven township residents

was not

LAW VIOLATORS

WORKS

MOVEMENTS NOW MADE

PROSEOUTINGATTORNEY MAKES
REPORT OF THE OASES
HANDLED.
Prosecuting Attorney Fred T. Miles

the
It

home of her

Neu*

-

erable sum. to be paid by the eoraty,

and

in addittion to that -the county had
quite a bill to pay to keep them in the

county jail, since nearly all who did
not pay the costs were sent there.

—

In most of the other cases of offenses
the failure of the person eonvistod to

pay the costs

is

the exception rather

than the rule.

’

,,

HOLDS

ANNUAL BANQUET

best the rood was blocked almost

STORM CUTS OFF GRAND HAVEN
The storm has

left

Grand Haven is-

olated. There has been no mail into
that city since Friday and trains and
interurbansare still tied up by the

snow. The Grand Trunk

carferriea

stayed over in Milwaukee, but left
Monday noon as soon as the otorm
had subsided. There is some ice in
the lake, but not enough to keep the
boats from making port. The school*
went on a half day schedule to save
coal. The Dake Engine company has
turned over a carload of coal to the
city and other companieswill do likewise unless the city man get the three
cars it has in the yards switched down
town.

its first annual banquet in the parlor*

were quick to adapt themselves to the
Story of Doctor Lost
erywhere.
The meeting for men. only scheduled
of the church. The banquet was given situation and that Germany with all
man took her coupon, cashed in on it
in the Snow Storm
at Trinity church this evening has
Services vA»re held Sunday in our
by George Mooi, the teacher. The her preparations could not conquer the
been called off. The committee in
hapeL There were 18 present in the and and received the sum of $1.50 that
Peters Out Tuesday rooms and tables were decorated with world.
her
money
loaned
to
Uncle
Sam
had
charge tried today to get into comforMoea and 32 in the afternoon.It
“It will be the same economically municationwith Rev. John Van Ess,
was a Bight to see persons on their earned for her.
A report had gained credence in Hol- flags and sweet peas
way to church, some having to travel
The toastmisrtresi was Miss Ella Ven- They thought they had everything and who was to have delivered the address
But after receiving the cash she land Monday that a prominent doctor
but they failed to find him. Persurathrough from four to six feet of snow.
found that it would be quite impossi- of Saugatuck had been found with his der Bunte, the president of the class, that the rest of the world could not ably he had been thrown off his
‘Clarence Berens of Jamestown i?
and the speakers were: Rev. H. J. live without them. The rest of the itinerary by the storm. So the meet^pending a few days at the home of ble for her to spend the money for or- horse frozen stiff in a large snow drift
Veldman, George Scheuling, Andrew world is living a lot better without ing was cancelled.
dinary
prosaic
things.
The
sentiments
on the outskirts of the town.
Mr. and Mrs. JobnEnsing and family.
:o:
%
Themas Daining spent the week end of patriotism connected with the Lib- The facts are that Dr. Gene Bronsten Steketee,Mrs. H. J. Veldman, Dick Bo- Germany than Germany is living with
REPOET
OP THE COHDITIOM OP
ia*t week at the home of his uncle and erty Bonds somehow gave the one
was called to attend an urgent case on ter, Henry Top, John Van Tatenhove, out the rest of the world. They have
The First State Bank
• ant, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Griniwis of
dollar
bill
and
the
half
dollar
in
silver
Friday night between the hours of 11 Jacob Lokker, M. Witvliet, Able suffered a loss that they will not re at Holland, Mlchtfan, at th« cIom of bailUollaod.
Smeenge, George Mooi. A piano duet cover from in this generation or many MU, December Jl, 1917. m callod for bp
a new meaning to her. It was not and 12 o’clock.
tho OommiMlontr of tbo Bankln* Department:
just ordinary money but something inARE
The patient lived some distance in wa« given by Sarah Veldman and Helen others yet to come.”
RESOURCES
Loam and Dixcounts, vi*.
vested with the spirit of the struggle the country and before the physician Klomparens, and a budget was read by
IN
Commercial
Dept.
.$544,8fl«.03
for which millions are offering their had finished his professional call the Mrs. Veening. The meeting closed with
Savinp Dept. ...... 3W.906.87
CO.
„
,
$944,772.79
lives. She simply couldn’t make up storm broke. The doctor had not gone the singing of “America.”
Bond*, Mortgage* »nd Seruritie*.ti*.,
MX FARMERS INSTITUTES TO BE her mind to make money out of Uncle far on his return trip before his horse The banquet marked the first anni-j
Commercial Dept ..... 146.000,00
The Holland Aniline Co. held its an- Sarinf* Dept .........615,118.70
versa ry of the founding of the society.
HELD DURING LATTER DAYS
Sam.
went lame. He called for aid at a
,
681,118.70
nual meeting ^Saturday despite the
OF THE MONTH
Overdraft.................... 175.80
So she called at the local Red Cross farm house nearby but when he was The organization began with n mem- storm and the officers surveyed the* Ranking
House
............... 25 OOO 00
and turned over the one dollar and ready to start again it was found that bership of 11 and has during the past firm’s business for the year 1917. It Furnitureand Fiiturei ........ 15’.47S 66
'Aood Speakers Are Coining;County
Other Real Estate ............ 27.964.62
year grown to an enrollment of 38.
fifty cents, accompanying it with the the roads were so blocked that further
in transit ..............6,258.19
was found that the past year’s busiPann Bureau Pluming Good
Advanre Payment on Liberty
remark that she had made up her mind progress was impossible.The doctor
ness
had
been
very
satisfactory
and
Profrasu.
I'0*jw ........
126,585.00
to continue doing this in the future. stayed at the farm house until Monthat propects for the coming year seem Due from Banks in Commercial
Whenever her interest falls due the day noon when he returned to his anreserve cities ..... $75,789.31
still more flattering.
Wrc big farmers’ institutes are planHEARINGS ARE
Exchanges for Clearing
coupons
will be turned into cash and xious family who believed that the
At the election ithe following officers „ House ..........15,470.85
ned for Ottawa county this month by
the cash wall be invested in the Red doctor had perished in the storm.
During the year 1917, Probate Judge were elected: president,Arend Vis- U. 8. and National Bank
*>- L. Hagerman, county agricultural
„ 1.Cu"enc)r ........ 36.351.00
Cross.
—
:o:
Stratton of Allegan county, had 1,160 scher; vice-president,W. H. Beach; g«d Coin ..........30,465.00
*««nt. Mr. Hagerman has been working
Gold Certificates .... 8,000.00
And that originatorof this plea is in FARMS AT OVERISEL SELL AT
hearings of cases in his court, an aver- secretary,B. P. Donnelly; treasurer, Silver Coin ......... 2.084.75
•out the detailsof the seriee of meetA
HIGH
FIGURE,
$22,000 GIVEN
earnest about it and is not looking for
age of four per day. This is more Vance C. Mape. The directors are C. Nickels and cents ..... 486.73
for some time, but he is now able
glory out of it is shown by the fact
|l)>8, 597.64
The Allegan real estate transfers in- than 22 more than the hearings of 1916 M. McLean, A. H. Landwehr, and Dto anion nee his schedule for at least
ev-

on her Liberty Bond came due this wo'

-

-

.
—

DATES
SET
EOR MEETINGS
OTTAWA COUNTY

|

..

HOLLAND ANILINE
OROANIZES

.
.

„

ALLEGAN COUNTY
PROBATE COURT

-

of the importantsessions.Good tkat it
name.
speakers who are experts in matter*
pertainingto farm managementand

«*

«rop efficiency

are coming from

the

state agriculturalcollege at East Lansing,

and

also from the state depart-

aent of agriculture.

The

institutesare placed at various

point* in the county in order that the

two pieces of property have
recentlybeen sold in Overisel at a very
flatteringfigure. Ralph E. Bredeweg
HOLLAND FUEL USERS ATTEN- sold to Klaas Van Dam a parcel of
land on Section 1. Overisel,for $7,000.
TION
Another calls for still more money.
The coal situationof this city is be Tennis Boeve sells to Gerrit T. Bocve,
coming serious and unless every con a parcel of land on Section 5, Overisel
sumer of coal is willing to do their ut at $22,000. A small deal in the same
mo*t to conserve there may be suffer- town is that of John Berens to Gerrit
ing here as in Flint and other cities in Meyers, a parcel of land on Section 24.

our state. Our coal dealers have onlv
a limited supply on hand, nnd one
benefitsof the meetings, without being
dealer finds today that the Here Mar• -compelled to travel too far from his
quette R’y has confineate (I coal that he
home. The programs for all of them was expecting every day, in fact had
reached the Wyoming yards. What we
will be similar in nature.
The schedule of institutes as offi- advise is that every consumer use
little coal as possible. Shut off one ..
eially announced are as follows: more rooms that you are not using and
Tallmadge,Friday, January 18; Allen- bank your fires at night thus taking
<3ftJe, Tuesday, January 22; Nunica, every precaution to save fuel. We
Ifenday, January 21; Conklin, Wed- know of Cases where people are
tempting to hoard coal and we have
neoday, January 23; Zeeland, Thursday given Instructionsto our local dealers
and Friday, January 24-25; Olive Cen- to avoid sellingfuel to those who alter, Tuesday, January 29. All day ses- ready have a fair supply on hand. Let
us al work together in this dire matter
sions wifl be held ah each place, and
and by so doing avoid suffering later
entertainment will be taken care of by

farmer* from

all sections may get the

on.

tho residents of the place in

whMi

the

institnto is held.

Tho chairmen named

i

W.

J.

GARROD,

Local Fuel Administrator,
to act in each

-o-

Private John Van Gorkom is the first
location are as follows: Tallmadge,M.
Hope College man to arrive in France
U. Smith; Allendale, Warren Jasper; Van Gorkom was one of the Hope men
^Conklin, Phil Lockman; Zeeland, Wm. who enlisted almost immediatelyafter
Glerum; Nunica, Mn. N. B. Spencer; the declaration of war. He is serving
in the medical corps.
Olive Center, Maurice Luidoao.

MANY

-

is not permitted to mention her dicate that

RESERVE
.

„
„
„

Savings
and the largest number in any year of Verdier. The latter was elected in the U. 8. Bonds ........ *
Due
from
Banks
in
the court’s existence. Since the estab- place of Franz Franken of New York

lishment of the court 11,000 cases have city.
estates are

ment. Some

now in

process of settle-

of these run severalyears

before closing is possible; and

cities.... $146, 519.38
and National Bank
Currency ......... 32.000.00
Gold Coin .......... 20.000.00
Gold Certificates....
2,000.00
Coin ....... 1,700.00
Nickels and cents
98.18

U.

been upon its records. More than 3,000

ZEELAND GUARDS
LEARN USE OF

S.

.....

THE BAYONET

a few

800,00

$203,117,64

run a great many years each.
371.715.21
At the regular Home Guard meeting Checks and other rash items.... 1.188.6)
More rigorousobservance of the widTotal ...............
at
’
92^179,897.49
ows’ pension law will be made thin held at Wyngarden’s hall iiwJJeeland
_ LIABILITIES
Monday night, the corporals and ser- Capital, 0
Stock
paid
in
.........
year. Beginning Jan. 1, the court will
50.000.09
MUSKEGON COUNTY MAY
geants were given the opportunity to Surplus Fund .............
80.000.00
require an accurate accounting by apUndividedprofits, net....! ..... 43,090.41
BUILD ONLY CONCRETE ROADS
work out their own abilityby drilling Commercialdeposits subject ’
plicants, the first each month, of all incl>«ck ........ $458,808.19
the company under the supervision of Commercial
Certificates
of
That Muskegon county will shortly come, from every source, including the Capt. Wm. Feuhrer. One of the new
V ...... 296.478.69
amount of the pension. Executionof
Certifiedchecks ..... 1319 18
adopt a program which will call for the
features of Monday night’s meeting Savings Deposits(book
this law is costing more than wo* anbuilding of nothing but concrete roads
accounts) ...... 1,118,069.08
was bayoneting. Capt. Fuehrer who
ticipated. It is a wise and beneficent
is the assertion of those closest to the
learned modern French bayonetingat
road building officials of Muskegon law but its privileges are abused by one of the camps last summer, .nstruct Notes and bills
Bills payable .
county, none of whom will advance some of its beneficiaries.They prac- ed his men in the dexteroususe of
any information concerning their decis- tice deceit as to their need of relief, this instrument according do both the STATE^OI-* M ICHIGAN, ...... $2,179,337.49
concealing both property and income
County of Ottawa, ss.
ion at the present time. The Muskegon
French and the American methods.
i1 ^.J'wLuJiden^ c*,hi" of the above
in order to get an allowance from the
officials agree that they have found
The men were also given their first
county funds.
•rL.fVf
that it does not pay to build gravel
regular company inspection.
There nre now forty widows drawing
or macadam roads, the cost of upkeep
CorporalFolkert Wierda, who was
** tk*
being too great. The action of the money. The total payments amount to recently promoted has resigned and a bank d' ** ,h°Wn br
$137.40 per week. The first of the year
a
H. J. LUIDEN8, Cashier.
commissioner* is largely the result of
new corporalwill soon be selected to fill
Subscribedand sworn to before me thie
enough pensisons were revoked or re9th day of January,
"
an active campaign waged by officials
the vacancy.
William j. Westveer.
duced to amount to $1,000 per year.
from Grand Haven in Ottawa county,
• o
Notary Public.
My commissionexpire* Jan. 8. 1921
o
Clarence Rico charged with burglarleave their addresses.
Correct Attest:—
A large window was blown out by ly and chicken stealingat Coopersvilee
s, GERRIT J. DIEKEMA
the storm in the Beauty parlorsin the was put on probation for three years
W. J. GARROD,
Mrs. J. R. Kleyn is critically ill at building formerly occupied by the ChiI- MAR8ILJE.
by Judge Cross, Tuesday.
her home on Pine Avenue.
Director*.
cago Lunch room.

$500.

„
„
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Holland City

HEALING BALM

News

page

CURES LAUDER

-

TEAM

HOLLAND “Y”
STORM LAST
WILLS ARE FILED
MUCH STRENGTHENED
WEEK
COST CITY
IN ALLEGAN COURT
CAMPAIGN A SUCCESS
A BIG SUM

MANY HELP MAKE

OF RELIGION

mam

NASH THANHS THOSE WHO GAVE FILLMORE AND FENNVILLE ES- BILL FOR HAULING AWAY EXTATES ARE SETTLED
8INOEB TELLS OF THE AGONY
THEIR SERVICES FOR THE
CESS SNOW AND KEEPING
THERE
feNDUBED THROUGH THE LOSS
CAUSE.
WALKS CLEAN, LARGE
The will of the late Job Reynods of
OF HIS SON

WILL PUT

UP A HARD

THIS
Holl.nd

have been in favor of the local aggr*
gation with a large margin to spare.
! The first half ended with the ocojo
FIGHT ^11-7 in favor 0f thfl Kazoo five. Thin.

EVENING

*l

"Y" hu

half wa9 rcferec(i by Chester Van

To*-

A

geren, ex-Hope center and the preaonfr
b(.n «Utngthen«(l
to[ (or (hc y „ c
d> Uo7d
,

I

i

",f,r *amo
Old. o( South Hi,h, Grand Rapid.,
weeks ago. Jud Huntley, the “old-reliThe recruitingcampaign for men for Fennville was filed in the Allegan ProThe
storms of last week Sunday cost
having
been stallednear Forest Grovo
bate court. He gave ouc-thml of his
able of former High school teams has
A chance remark made by an other- Camp Logan, 111., that closed Friday
the city between $1200 and $1500. This
for
a
considerable
length of time. Olds
entire estate to his son, Hardic, one
wise highly intelligentgentleman of evening waa one of the most successful third to another son, Clark, ami the is the estimate made Monday by Mayor joined the Y and will play guard. The appeared eventually and engineered th#
Gotland in the course of a general con- of its kind ever put on here. And its other third to his grandson, Owen Hel- Vandersluis in checking up some of local Y are after revenge for their de- closing period in bis usual efficient
ler. He also mode arrangementsfor the items that went into the list for feat at Muskegon. The game is expee*versation relativeto the stage and reed to he the elosest and hardest fought manner. Olsen was the chief point
success, according to Benj. Nash be- the erectionof a monument on his cemligion in which he expressed the thot
keeping
the
sidewalks
and
streets open game this season. The preliminary will getter for the Normals, he ringing op
etery lot. He made his son Hardie, the
that a stage man could not be a re- fore ho left here Friday night, was due administrator of his estate. The will and for hauling away the excess snow he between the Sophomores of Hope no less than fourteen points.
and fhe Seniors of the High school.
ligious man, seems to be disproven, at to the fact that people here helped was drawn and signed last October from Eighth and River streets.
Towards the close of the second half
Both these teams arc composed of varleast in the case of Harry Lauder. The in every way possible.
and witnessed by Theo. Wade and
The expense would have been sity players. The local fans will have Kamakcr featured for Hope by raginf
The Lokker-Rutgers Co. donated Ival B. Wade.
greater to the city If it were not for a chance to see Cappon in action aft an exceptionallylong shot which madr
genial scot in the American Magazine
Jan Steffensof Fillmore died recenthe will be the big gun for the Seniors. the count 16 14. The hopes of tha
gives a most heart-otirringinterview free office roodi, including light and ly leaving real estate worth about $9,- the fact that the Michigan Railway
The preliminary will atart at 7:15, Bip crowd died out, for Kalsmaaoo retalof the feelingsthat took possession of heat to the cause; the Holland War|000 and personal property of $1,000 company, under the terms of its fran- game at 8.
which he gave to his wife for her use chise, pays half of the expenses of
iated, with four field goals which put
- .. :o:
him when his only son had been killed Committee had the neceaaary banners during her lifetime,except that he
the game on ice. Nykamp, who playThird
Reformed
church
Sunday
and signs painted that called the pub- willed his son Benjamin $2,000. At the keeping the streets clear along which
in battle.
School
has
taken
an
advance
atep
m
ed
his first home game for Hope showi tracks run.
Mr. Lauder, the world-famous comic lic’s attention to the campaign, one death of his wife the property is to be
grading by- the addition of an inter- ed up well. Klomparcns also put up *
The biggest item of expense of course mediate departmentm charge of R. B.
large banner being stretched across divided equally among his four chilactor is spending most of his money,
dren, Mrs. Fannie Tucikcr, Benjamin, came in the clearing of the sidewalks. Champion.The senior department, al- good article of ball. ^
the street; the movie theater men
Effic, and Hendrikjcn Steffens.
and he kas made lota of it, to help win
Tho preliminary contest was staged
That required a small army of snow tho not graded has been placed in
throw messages on the screens every
— —
the war. He is spending it for Y. M.
charge
of
William
Vander
Yen.
Tne
by
the Western Seminary and the Hope
plows with extra horses and extra men
BUSINESS MEETING HELD
evening free tof charge calling atten
other departmentsarc the beginner!, Reserves, tho preachers-to-bewlnnlag,
C. A. work in the army and is busy
because of the unusual depth of the primary and junior.
tion to the campaign;Dr. R. H. Nichearly and late, off and on the stage, to
The annual business meeting was snow. The cost of hiring teams to
16-11. Lubbers,former champion orols examined all the men who present[held Thursday evening of the young
advance the interestsand welfare of
ator
for Hope, was the one bright otav
ed themselves for enlistment, without peoples Bible Class of the Maple Ave. haul away the snow from Eighth and HOPE
the American and English boy. Mr.
of
the
game be (being in a class by
asking a cent in pay, and the local |Chr. Ref. church at the home of the River so that traffic could pass along
Lander’s interview, which is a sermon
himself.
Tho surprisesof the eveaiag
teacher,
Mr.
A.
Oelen.
The
following
these streets as usual was also connewspapersprinted many columns
in itaelf, goes far to disprove some of
officers were elected: President,Henry
LOCAL
TEAM
IB DEFEATED BY A were long and difficult shots by Dw
idcrablc,although the exact figures
about the campaign and the advantag|lluizing; vice president,Richard Klomthe popular notions about the inherent
SCORE OF 22 TO 16 LAST
Jong and Van Westenburg,two Bernes of enlisting in that branch of the parent; secretary, Henry Maas; treas- arc not yet available.
depravity of actor folk:
inolcs whose basketball work has hithNIGHT.
The clearing away of the snow of
urer, Albert Bosch. Mr. John Mulder
service.
“It was on New Year’s day of
erto attracted little attention.Stege“To all of those I am personally gave several selections on the piano, the storm of Saturday and Sunday will Listless Game Is Played Before a Very
1916,“ he says, “that the news came
and talks were given by different mom
man of the Reservesalso played
very grateful,” said Mr. Nash, “and
not cost as much as did the work of
.. .hers of the class. After which an oysto oe of John’s death at the front. I
Small Crowd In the College
good game.
I wish to thank them all most heartily |ter g^pw fln(j <ja;nty refreshments were the previous Sunday, it is estimated.
was lying in bed at my home in LonGymnasium
Summary-—
before I return to camp. And in say- served.
the first place, since the city plows
don, resting for my performance in the
Hpoe— (15)
Before, a small and unenthusisstie W. 8. N.— (22)
ing this I am sure ’m only
*
cannot get through and since each
theater that afternoon, when all at
Nvfltamp
R.F.
crowd
of
basketball fans the Hope Angell
the sentiments of my superior officers Farmers Show
householder will have to open his own
once I heard a terriblecry from the
Swain
five
knuckled
under
for
the
Western
Hospitality to Boys and
at Camp Lofam,”
paths, there will be a btg reduction iu
front of the house. I was stunned for
lubbers
Wcstgatc
L.F
Attempts have been made before to
Girls Caught in Storm the bill against the city for this. More- State Normal quintet Friday night tj
a moment, and then my head began to
De Boos
tune
of 22-15. The exhibition was a
secure recruits for this same eamp, but
over, not as much snow will be hauled
swim because of the awful fear that
Rsmsker
The aleighride party that left HolC.
rather medioccr affair, there being Olsen
it was not until everybody joined in
away from Eighth and River streets as
clutched at my heart.
Klomparcns
R.G.
land
Friday
evening
to
go
to
East
Henston
very
few
thrilling
moments
and
absoan intelligentand organized campaign
was done last week. Enough willt be
“No, no, no!“ I cried to myself,
VanHazel
Vroogindewey L.G.
that a considerable number were se Saugatuck returned to Holland Suir carted away for complete safety in case lutely no startling basketball maneuprepiog myself up in bed. “God couldScore at the close of first half— W.
day
evening,being brought back to
vers.
The
teachers gained the lead
cured.
of fires, but no attempt will be made
n’t be so cruel. He simply couldn’t
t'/w; by the aid of two farmers’ teams
early in the game and were never 8. N., 11; Hope 7. Field goala-W.
to clear the huge volume of snow from
take my boy."
N.— Olsen, 5; Angell, 2; Swain; Hop«|
headed.
Busted AutO‘
thcm through the deep snow
the streetsfor the present. The city
Bnt when I saw my wife’s face, 1
Hope was crippled by the absence of Ramaker, 2; Nykamp, 2; Lubbers.
Horse Shay; Stalled
<Mfts. The party consisted of eight
will let the sun have a shot at It firtft.
know. She was standing in the doorboth her regular forwards, Hccmstra Goals from Foul*— Olsen, 4 out of 4;
comotive; Musicians Couples. They left Holland at six
way, her agnoy reflectedin her eyes
o’clock Friday night bound for the
and Oltmang, and consequentlywai Ramaker, 5 out of 8; Nykmap, 0 out
holding out the telegram to me. SomeSCHOOL CLOSES ITS
This is quite a mix-up but its just the I i,ome 0f Fred Arens,
unable to show the class she otherwise of 3. Reerees— Van Tongeren, Hope;
how she crossed to my bed and sobbing
MOST ACTIVE
kind
of
trouble
a
bunch
of
Allegan
I
^t
2
o’clock
that
night
they
started
might have displayed.It was clearly Olds, South High, Grand Rapids.
her heart out as she gave me the printed message, she rested her head against musicians ran into because they were I back. The weather was very quiet, but THIRD REFORMED CHURCH B.
evident that had these two standbys Scorers-^Spaulding,U. S- N., Scholtea,
mine and cried out her woe and he' hired to play at a dance recently and j on tj,e way back 4Jie storm broke. The
been in the lineup the onal score would Hope. Timer— -Dalcnberg, Hope..
DID MUCH WORK DURING
pain, while with eyes blinded with
finally
landing
in
Holland,
they
got
iu- J party struggled on for three miles but
*
teara and a heart suddenly struck
numb, I read the fateful telegram tha* to still more trouble.
at 4 o'clock they could go no further
informed us that Captain John Lauder,
Third Reformed church Sunday
The Pierce orchestraof Allegan were and they stopped at the home of H.
of the Argyle Sutherland Highlanders,
scheduled to play at Fennville and a* Wolters, arousing the inmates out of Sch Oti. closed the most successful aid
had been killed in action on the 2Sth
prosperous year in its history for 1917.
there was no means of conveyancebj their sleep.
of December, 1915.
“What are we going to do now?” train the party, consistingof four men
After breakfast they started on their Accordingto the annual report of tho
I cried to my wife, after a moment. and a lady, got into a “Tin Lizzie” way home again, but it was impossible treasurer the total collectionsreached
“Wbat are we going to do now?”
$2,590.33,of which amount $1,441.32
For days I burned my brain with and with the driver made for the town I to get through and the boys and girls
of
peaches
and
chrcam.
About
five
quartered themselves,on four fanners, was donated for missions and bcncvol
sickened, despairing thoughts, and
to
asked of what use indeed were all my miles out from Fennville the pin drop Mr. Den Blyker, Mr. Kooyers, Mr. ences. These totals include the home
labors, all my toil during all these ped out of the crank handle and the
[dipping and Mr. Garveling.They were department, with 69 members, $118.70;
tle
years. At times, the raging agony at
engine
that had stopped dead, could treated royally by the farmers and on Woman’s Adult Bible Class, with over
the realizationof my loss was almost
too much. At time*, too, during those not be started.
their return they were loud in their 100 members, $331.71, and the Men’j
first days, I almost questioned the jus
The musicians left the machine at praises of the hospitalityshown. The Brotherhood, with 75 members, $320.58.
tics and wisdom of a God who would
the road side and rustled up a farmer only bad effect of the experience was Also a specialcollectionfor Armenian
allow such a thing to happen.
sufferers of $337.
And then, one day, it suddenly came who proved to be the possessor of a a few frozen fingers.
The average attendance for the year
-:o:to me, as if in a revelation,that I had one-horse rig and a very delapidated
not made use of somethingin which I affair at that. Piling their instruFUEL SCARCE THERE?
was 561, an increase of 27 over the
had always believed. All this time,
highest figures of any previous year
ments and themselves into it they w«:e .
the PrM,
while I had been raging against the
Four deaths were reported by the nesoon
on
their
way,
happy
in
the
thot
(iongrP£atjona^
and"
Episcopal
churchcruel fates which had taken my son.
Limited All the Way-Every Two Hours
there bad been comfort and peace in that they had started, for they had os of Allegan, will lie held tomorrow in crologist. The Sunday school is supstore for me, and I had not know;-, it. to make that dance in time.
the Congregationalchurch there. The porting its own missionary in Japan,
And chat comfort and peace lay in my
morning service will be at half past
Mrs. H. V. E. Stegeman, formerly Miss
For three miles all went well, when
belief in God, and a future lif \
ten o’clock and the vesper service the
While the pain and grief had been without warning, the one-horse chaise men’s clubs of the three churches will Gertrude Hockjc, and provides hjr
Lv. Holland 12:00 noon, delivery at Detroit next
blinding mv eyes, God had been wait- went all to pieces. Pierce with his hold a short meeting to effect perhap* salary at $600 per year. Rev. and Mrs.
ing patiently for the first sharp agony drum exylophone, tom-tom,and whist- a federation of clubs and arrange for Stegeman left for the foreign field last
morning
to pass nwnv, and when it dii he
some very interestingsessions for the
summer.
The
woman’s
adult
blble
les
rolled
with
a
clatter
out
of
the
gently lifted the veil from my eves and
men.
Lv. Detroit at noon and reach Holland the next noon
class is donating annually $50 towards
showed me the promised land beyond. back end of the wagon while tho “dot
I moan that suddenly I realizedthat I leedle” cornet spieler was pinned down IgTORM TOO
the maintenanceof Miss Huyscr’sme
o
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1917

The

Electric

Way

Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, BatCreek, Jackson and Detroit

Fastand Frequent Service

Tho

Passenger Trains

I

Freight Trains

had not seen the last cf John, and that
we were sure to meet ia another world.
Oh, that T could convey unto yon
the healing baun that that thot was
to my soul!

ZEELAND FIREMEN
ARE PATRIOTIC

by the dishid wheels. The first vio
linist came limping out of the wreck
with his prized Stradivarius in a dose
embrace.

The lady, Miss Dona Pierce, had a
mighty hard time of it, but she brave

ly helped to gather up the instruments
At a meeting of the Zeeland firemen and some of the male musicians, too,
it was decided to hold their annual and the outfit, packed ike camels, with
social gathering on the evening of Feb-

ruary 6. These men who are always willing and ready at the call of the alarm
to render their servicesto those in distress are also willing to sacrifice to the
cause of loyalty.At their next social
gathering they will dispense with feasting and banquetingand serve only a
light lunch that they may donate $25
to the Red Cross Fund.

Local Men Figure In Volume
Published by Rutgers College

bass and snare drums, with music racks

and instruments of

torture, at this time

rather than of music, trudged into town

and into the dance hall at midnight,
where the dancers had been waiting
foi ‘hc:r raTc
'»
Explanations were in order, the dance

FOR

MUCH
THE SNOW

morial bed in a hospital in Kentucky.

The school has fifty teachers and i*
graded and superintended as follows:
It will simply be up to each house Cradle Roll, Mrs. B. Freriks; beginEnterprising
holder who has not yet done so
ners department, Miss Hannah Hockjc;
shovel a path in front of his own
primary, Miss Henrietta Poelakker;
property. Though Holland has one
Junior,
Miss Sena Kooiker; intermedof the best sidewalk plowing systems
in the state, the system has broken iate, K. B. Champion;senior,William
down under the abnormal storm con Vanderven; home, Mrs. P. Ihrman.
ATTORNEYS AND NOTARIES
ditions. Strenuous attempts were
Henry Geerlings is teacher of the
made by the city engineer'sdepartment
DIEKEMA, KOLLEN A TEN CATE
Sunday and Monday to open the paths men’s brotherhoodclass, Rev. Martin
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
Flipse of the woman’s adult Bible class
but the attempt was in vain.
Four horses were hitched to each and Prof. Wynand Wichers of the Offlco over First State Bank. Both
141
plow and about six men went with each Normal class.
Henry G. Polgrim was re elected su
LOUIS H. OHTERHOl’8

PLOW SYSTEM

Business Firms

plows bit into the banks the

horse*

perintendent at the annual meeting on

PROSECUTING ATTORNEY

MEATS
WM. VANDER VEER, 162

E. 8th

Street. For choice etealu, fowls, or
game In season. Citizens Phone 1048

DR. N. K. PRINCE
Veterinary Physician and Surgsott
Night Calls promptly attended to
^hone
Holland lilch.

1146
’

BANKS

THE FIRST STATE BANK
Capital Stock paid in ------ 60,001
Surplus and undividedprofit! 60,00#
Depositors 8ocurity...~~~.......16O,O#0

began and the crestfallen orchestra were unable to pull it through. In Friday evening. The other officers PracticesIn all State and Federal 4 per cent Interest paid on time
deposits.
sawed away until four o’clock in the floundering about iu the snow the an- elected are: Assistant superintendents,
Courts. Office in Court House
Exchange <m all buslnesa center#
imals frequently hurt themselves, and
morning.
William Vanderven and Roy B. Cham Grand
Michigan domesticand foreign.

Haven

so the attempt was most unsatisfactory
But their troubles were not yet end oven in short stretches through which pion; secretary,Henry J. Luidcns; asQ. J- Diekema, Free.
MUSIC
j. W. Beardslee. V. P.
The trusteas of Rutgers College,New ed. They took the 6 o\:lock morning tho plows went twice. Many have al sistant secretary,Peter Van Ark; treas
urer, Benjamin Brower; librarians,II.
Cook Bros. For the latest Popular
train for Holland and running Into en- ready dug paths and it will be up to
Brunswick,N. J., have just issued
Van Ark and G. Klaasen; assistant songs and the beat In the music Line
THE PEOPLES STATE BANK
very substantialvolume containing the gine trouble for an aour or more at all to do so for onco before normal
librarians,Jacob Zuidema and Dick Citizens phone 1269. 37 East Eighth Capital stock paid In ---------- $60,000
traffic, can be resumed.
record of* the proceedings of the 150th East Saugatuck on the main line of
Homkes; chorister,John Vandersluis; Street.
:o: —
Additionalstockholder’s liabilanniversary celebrated in New Bruns the P. M. Longing to go home after GRAND HAVEN BANKS
organist, Miss Henrietta Warushuis,
ity _______________________
60,00#
wiek, October 12-15 last.
their strelnous experiences of the night
NAME THEIR OFFICERS Miss Hannah Te Roller and Miss Ruth LUMBER AND INTERIOR FINISH Deposit or security......--------100,0##
Reidsma.
The book contains much interesting before, they took the “Allegan Flyer”
The cradle departmenthas an enroll- Scott-Lugers Lumber Co., River Avenue Pays 4 per cent Interest on Savlnp
nutter concerning the founding of the at the first opportunity, but they got
Tho following board of directorshas
Deposits
ment of 77, an increaseof 27 over the
and Sixth St., Phone 1001
Queen’s College,its re-incorporationno further than Fillmore when their been elected at the Grand Haven Peo- highest previous record. Eighteen
DIRECTORS
A. Vischer, D. B. Keppel, Daniel Te»
UNDERTAKING
and its sifbsequenthistory. In the vol- troubles started again. Here their ples bank for the year; also ita officers: were promoted to the beginners’ deume there are several complimentarytrain was sailed and tne outfit had to D. W. Baker, John J. Bole, G. L. Dorn- partment. The highest attendancein JOHN 8- DYKSTRA, 40 EAST Cate, Geo. P- Hummer, D. P. Yjtema,
J. O. Rutger.
EIGHTH Street. Citizens phone
reference* to Dr. Ame Vennema, pres remain until another engine was se bos, H, J. Dornbos, J. F. Johnson, W. Woman’s AduTt Bible class was 99 and
- -------- --- >
1267-2r.
in
the
Men’s
Brotherhood,
59.
J.
C
ident of Hope, who brot greetings cured from Holland which consumed Edward Ilofma, M. Deglopper, Wm.
NEWSPAPERS,
MAGAZINES
Hoek is president of the Men’s class
from the local collegs to Rutgers. some four hours. Two of the party be- Verduin, Charles E. Soule, A. Campbell,
and Mrs. P. Ihrmne of the Woman's PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS
FRIS BOOK STORE
There is also a cut which shows Dr. came so disgusted that they left the G. D. Turner, W. Thlelman; Edward class.
Book#, StaUonery, Bibles, NewsJ. J. Mersen, Corner Tenth and CenYaanema and Dr. Join W. Beardslee, train was stalledand the outfit had to Hofma, president; II. J. Dornbos,first
The K. D. class, of which Miss Jenpapers, and Magazines
tral Ave. Citizens Phone
nie Klumper is teacher elected as ita
Sr., President-Emeritusof W*st*rn
30 W. 8th
Phone 1741
vice
president;
William
Thlelman,
sectook the interurban for Grand Rapids
1416.
BeU
Phone
officerslast week: president, Marion
Theological Seminary at the head of
ond
vice
president;
D.
W.
Baker,
third
But to add to their misery, the or
Klaasen; viee-prosident, Bose Van Phone#.
*
the Academic Procession.
chestra proprietorwill be asked to pay vice president; J. L. Dornbos, cashier; Anrooy; secretary,Evelyn Burgh;
DOESBURG, H. R.. DEALER Df
DR.
A.
LEENHOUTB
for a busted Ford engine that is now John Hoffman,assistantcashier; C. E. treasurer,Mildred Slagh.
DRUGS, medicine,painta, oUs, toilet
An interestingincident comes to
The school has an honor roll of 26 EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Soule, attorney.
articles- Imports and domestic
light from the sending of Christmas standingon the Pine Plains near
SPECIALIST
in the country’s service. These are:
cigars. Citizens phone 1291. 82 B.
The Grand Haven State bank has two Red Cross nurses witk the British
packagesto the men in field and ship. Fentfville frozen stiff and busted.
Peters Bldg.
Eighth Street
Mrs. Freeman Stratton of Allegan placelected the following directorsfor the Expeditionary force in France, ten men
:o:Cor. Central Ave. and 8th 8t., Holland,
ed a return card in a package she made
The Bangor Canning Co., arc con- year: G. J. Diekema, chairman;W. H. in the regular army, four in the naval
Michigan
MI88*HELENEr VeLGRIM
and lately receiveda letter from n tracting to pay next season for straw
Beach, Elbert Lynn, B. P. Sherwood,J militia, tw( in the marine corps and
OFFICE HOURS
Teacher of Piano
sailor aboard the battleshipNorth Da- berries $1 .per case, black raspberries
one in the Natianalguard.
9 to 11 a. m.; 2 to 5 p. m. Evetoings,
Cits. Phone 1460
kata. The writer said she would Per- $1.25, early cherries 4%e per pound Edgar Lee, N. Robbins, J. A. Pfaff, T.
Residence 197 West 12U» St
Toes, and Sats., 7:30 to 0.
haps be surprised to have a letter without stems, late cherries5»4e, green Johnston, H. F. Harbeck, J. W
Holland High school basketball five
from such a source,but still more sur- beans two and a half cents per pound, O’Brien and William H. Loutit. Mr traveled to Grand Haven Friday night
PLUMBERS AND ROOFERS
prised at the signature. The name yellow wax beans two and one half
DENTISTS
Loutit was elected to fill the vacancy and defeated the county seat players
signed was that of Roy O. Stratton. cents, tomatoes, $17.50 per ton.
TYLER
VAN LANDEGEND, Dealer
Dr. Jamee O. Scott
by the score of ^25 to 13. The local
caused by the death of C Ver Schure.
Correspondence has failed to show any
Dentist
boys came back on the late train, pull- In Windmills, Gasoline Engine*.
relationshipbetween the two Strat- J- Tatten is seriouslyill at bis hsme The directors will elect officers in ons ing into Holland shortly before the Pump# and Plumbing Supplies. Cits.
Hours: 8 to 13 a. m. 1 to I p. m.<
Bt, bat there are of course
phone 1088. 49 West 8th Street
big storm broke.
week.
West Sixteenth street.
i
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During the absence of Grand

Ha-

Four Muskegon aldermen

ven’s Assistant Postmaster Gerrit Musk City Attorney Clarence

N.

led

The

by

articles in the

Red Cross list

Sessions, printed in Tuesday’sSentinel that be-

who is now with the U. S. Army Postal blocked the submission of a $200,000 longed to Berlin were, through an erPUBLISHERS Agency in France, Jacob Van Zanten paving issue to the people, the council ror, 'credited to Jamestown, while the
articles sent
Jamestown were
•oot A Kramer B14r 8th itreet. Holland. U'.i- of the Grand Haven post office staff by a tie vote, turning down the propoomitted. The Jamestown articlesere
is assistant to PostmasterVanLopik. sition. The opponents to the plan say — Mufflers, 3; helmets, 9; wristlets,5
twma Si. 50 per year with a discount o( 60c w Mr. Van Zanten has been in the Grand present high costs of materials urge pirs; socks, 12 pairs; napkins, 16; knitted sponges, 2.
Mom paying in advance. Katea of AdvertUiL, Haven postoffice for a considerabletime them to postpone such activities,

VUU

Biot.

« WH1UM.

by

.

e.

moie known upon application-

SOLDIER ALIVK
BEGINNING TODAY THEY WILL
BE OPEN FROM 8 TO 5
SO SAYS CORPORAL VAN PUTTEN TO THE HOPE OOLLEOB*
The fuel saving regulations ordered

BOYS.

throughout the state by Fuel Director

,

of-

LOCAL STORES GO ON
WOULD NEVER
TAKE PRUSSIAN
NINE-HOUR BASIS

Charles K. Hoyt, former mayor of
“Smash ’em, put 'em out of busiPrudden will go inU effect in HolGrand Haven and ex-county clerk of MAYOR ASKS ALL TO
ness,
and make good Germans out of
Snys the Grand Rapids Sunday Hor- Ottawa countv, who for the past few
Cateml aa seoond-claaa matter at toe por
CLEAN THEIR SIDEWALKS land today. From then on until
Aw at Holland, klchlna. under the aet c lid— The week end w« the oceuion v(ir, hal been cHet f|c[k in ,h(,
’em,”
was the core of the address' defurther notice the stores will be open
for many snow-bound parties, one
. ,
*
Uaaffrm March. 1197.
Our last severe snow storm has left only nine hours a day, from 8 a. m. livered by Corporal Cornelius V. Van.
them being at the home of Mr. and warden a department at Lansing, and
Mrs. Frank A. Atone of Atone Hills. ^hon h.a8 bee? poor health for some the side walks of our city in an im- until 5 p. m, with hours on Saturday Putten, alias Patrick Terrance Mo
Mr. and Mrs. Stone were to have en‘n •,m ^[bor taking treat passibleshape. We have received sev- from 8 to 8. Cards were printed Wed- Coy, before the Young Men’e Chriitertnined the Son, of the
*' ihnC,.
"J"
nesday and placed in the windows of tian Association of Hope College Tuee-Revolution and their wives with n mud h°PC <0r h‘“ a ‘p0,'d,' eral calls from graded streets where the stores, calling attention to the day evening.The audience of studenU
sical program Friday evening, follow-; ••
the children were unable to go to
that greeted the speaker packed th> Y.
new regulations.
ing the annual meeting of the Kent j "ne \N ide Awake Class of the Sixth
school
because
they
could
not
get
thru
M. C. A. hall to the doors and was enA
meeting
to
consider
Mr.
Prudchapter at the St. Ceciliabuilding.Ow- Reformed church Monday evening ening to the blizzard,however the musi- tertained,the Young Men’s Bible Class the snow. It is a physical impossibil- den ’s drastic order was held by local thusiasticand unanimous in its praise
nan. who atarted from Chicago at „ the horat o( Mr
of the talk by thc doughty fighter from
ity for our snow plows to put our business men Wednesday forenoon and
noon did not arrive until 1 a. m. Sat_ , Jit
across the water.
it
was
unanimously
decided
to
observe
urday. The musicians were scheduled
14th street. The pro- streets in shape so they can be travThe speaker gave vivid descriptions'
Born to Mr, and Mrs. Harold Bor- to appear on a program Saturdayeven- gram included the following: reading,
the order to the letter. At the meeteled with any degree of comfort. I
ehart, 326 College Avenue — a boy.
ing at Hope college, Holland, but were j Mrs. Ter Louw; solo, Mr. Vande Lining Mayor Vandersluis acted as chair- of bombing raids, gas attacks, barrtgr
want to call upon the patriotism of ( ur man and Bert 81agh as secretary. fire and going “over the top” b»u8
J. Nibbelink has taken a position as
^r^hVaLw^L*."\‘n"i,,,°hp.!daai "adia»ttlea agent with the Venhuir.cnAuto
Margaret Scheerhorn; budget, Mr. Van- citizens for everyone to clean their own
The 8 A. M. to 5 P. M. schedule will his address was almost entirelydevoid
storm subside*, when they will reOmpany.
der
Linden;
duet,
Marie
and
Margaret
apply
to all general business stores. Ex- of morbid tales. Time and again the
turn to Chicago. The musicians are:
walks, two or three hours’ work for
John Behoon left for Ann Arbor Fri- Miss Janet Cobb, violinist;Mrs. Ade- Vander Linden; reading, Peter Weirsceptions were made in the case of res- audience roared with laughter as he
each lot will clean every walk in our
day afternoon to visit his father wISo line Schmidt, flutist; Miss Lulu Schwan ma; recitation,Adrian Ter Louw;
taurants,pool rooms, candy stores, the- told of his experience with rats, lis*
city.
born, 'cellist and Mrs. Bertha Clay
m in the hospitalthere.
and other undesirable trench iahabiquestion box, Rev. De Jonge,
aters, cigar stores, saloons, and so on.
Cole, reader.
This may be impossible for some
Bev. Bolt, pastor of the Christian ReJacob Zoerman is in Chicago on busiThe
cigar dealers have already de- tants.
where the man of thc house may be ill
farmed church of Oraafschapreceived John Van Sytzama of Zeeland enlist- ness.
Speaking of the methods of war-firecided to be open from 11 A. M. to 8 P.
ed Saturday ia the ordnance corps at
a raise in salary of $100 a year.
Fred Beeuwkea and Wm. Brouwer or where there may not be a man in the M. It is likely that the candy stores introducedby the Germans and the
Grand Rapids. John Sytzama is the
The Ercell Class of the Third Re
were in Grand Rapids Friday to attend family, let some one volunteer to do
will bo open from 10 A. M. till 10 P. consequent Allied retaliation, Van Putfanned church has donated $5 to the ion of Baron Dan Van Systzama, the the furniture exhibit.
the work for him, where they are not M. It is likely that thecandy stores ten said: “We’ve got ’em beat til
titled gentlemanof Zeeland.
local Red Cross.
H. J. Barnch left Friday for Elgin,
able to hire it done. To show that I will adopt hte same hours as the cigar along the line. We’ve got gas the GerHaving no meat market, Hamilton HI., on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Vanden Berg were
folks
are
supplying
their
wants
by
mean business I will volunteer a half stores.
called to Grand Haven on account of
mans never dreamed of, we’ve got liqMiss Jessie Graveling left Fridiy
tte death of Mrs. Vanden Berg’s broth- the way of the river. Citizens in all night for Denver, Colo.
day’s work myself for any such fxmThe saloons have decided to be open uid fire twice as effectiveas that of
er, Adrian Van Hall.
walks of life are chopping holes thru
H. P. Zwemer was in Grand Haven ily. Come now and let us get busy and from 11 A. M. till 8 P. M., except on the enemy, and we’ve got tear-bombs
Miss Helene Huiaenga entertained the ice and are busy spearing fish of Friday.
dean our walks. Show this notice to Saturdays when they will be open from that will put it all over anything they
tbe King’s Daughters of the Maple Av- which there seems to be an abundance.
Joe Vryhof, aged 49, died at his your neighbor who may not read this
can manufacture.”
9 A. M. till 9 P. M.
enue church at her home Thursday eveWilley W. Mills, a graduate of Hope home at 287 Columbia avenue. The
i „
aing.
Comparing the German treatment of
Pool rooms will be open from 1 P. M.
college and a former member of the deceased is survived by two sons, CorJohn, Vandersluis,Mayor.
Simon Hillebrandt employed during Chicago Board of Education, spoke for nelius of Holland and George of Musuntil 10 P. M., except on Saturdays prisonerswith that of the English, the
the past year at the Hill Drug Co. in the Public Forum Sunday at All Souls’ kegon. The funeral will be held Fridav
•:o:when hours will be 10 A. M. to 10 P. speaker said that the British were enGrand Rapids, has accepted a position church, Grand Rapids. His subject at 2:00 P. M. from the home.
tirely too humane. “The British peoU.
ia the Lage Drug store.
was “School Board Policies and PoliBorn to Mr. and Mrs. John Elhait ple are actually soft,” said he. “They
The marriage of Miss Mary Kok to tics.’’
a daughter.
even allow German women and girls
Albert Wolt of Iowa took place
HOGS”
BEV. J. J. WE EBBING DENIES THAT
John P. Gezon, former superintendEd White of Chicago, father of Tom
ftiday, Jan. 11, at the home of the ent of the Holland Christian school
to send money to 4he German prisonHE WAS DISLOYAL
bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. K. Kok, here, is now a full-fledgedfurniture White, is in the city.
ers so that they may buy food in
of Lakctown.
W- J. Olive was in Grand Rapids
England.”
salesman. He is extendingthe glad Wednesday on business.
Togetherwith many other Michigan
A chicken-pie supper was served by hand for the Colonial Mfg. Co. of ZeeThe Holland coal dealers have beVan Putten was bitter in his denunthe Jamestown Red Cross. Gerrit J. land to the furniture buyers attending
John Henry Meengs, a Junior at papers the New some w«-eks ago
gun
a
systematic war on the practice cittion of the Prussjan methods of
primed
a
little
story
relating
to
alDiekema was the principalspeaker.A
Hope College, le?t for Washington,D.
Bod Cross chapter for Jamestown town the Grand Rapids exhibit. He is right C., to accept a government position.
leged unpatrioticutterances of the of hoarding coal. The dealers are not fighting and declared that he would
up to the minute with his line of tall
ship was organized.
Miss
Cornelia
Vander
Veer,
took
Rev. J. J. Weening, of Pella, Iowa, for- doing this on their own initiativebut never make a Prussian his prisoner,
hall clocks, it is said.
The fire department was called to
the interurban for Grand Rapids Tues- merly of Holland and Grand Rapids. under instructions from the fuel ad- “The mental attitude of the average
Father Wykoff, of Grace church was day.
a null fire in the basement of the Lim
In a “Pulse” in the Grand Rapids ministration. The dealers have decided soldierwhen he goes into battle,” said
bert Furniture Factory Friday noon. in Grand Rapids Sunday where he
The Woman’s Relief Corps will hold Press, one of the papers that printed not to deliver coal into any basement Van Putten, “is that of trust in God.
The fire started in a bail of rags as a was the principal speaker at the Anremit of spontaneous combustion. nual Epiphany rally of all the Epis- their January Tea Thursday after- the item, Mr. Weening declares thc in Holland where, in the opinion of The mind of the man in the trenches
Smoke and water did damage to the copal church schooles of Grand Rapids noon at the home of Mrs. Frank Cosdispatch was false, charging that it was the dealer,there is already enough coal instinctivelyturns to religion.”
and the Western Michigan diocese.Mr. ting, 230 W. 8th street.
amount of about $150.
Previous to the address of the evensent by enemies of his work in Pella, to keep the place going for the time
At the congregational meeting held Wykoff 's subjec was “Joint-Heirs, Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Brinkman were
being. Although no hard and fast ing Adam Westmaas of Muskegon wm
Says
Mr.
Weening:
in
Grand
Bapids
Wednesday
attendat the Vriealand Reformed church the Playing Fair with the other Heirs.”
followingwere nominated to form a This meeting was the beginning of the ing the funeral of their cousin, Ed
“There is a letter with the county rule can from the nature of the case elected secretary of the association in
De Vries.
trio from which one will eventually be Lenten services.
board of defense, signed by Marshall N. be established,as a general rule no place of Fred Steininger, who has enchosen as their pastor:— Rev. Henry J.
coal will be delivered to any private listed in the navy. Other candidates
Mrs. Harm Kraght died at fthe home
A directors meeting of the Holland
Veldman of Holland, Rev; Abraham De of her son Gerrit at the old homestead fair will be held at the secretary’sof Reed, stating that said article thus pubhome where there is one ton or more for ehe office were William Van Der
Young of Coopersville, and Rev. J. in Holland township near Boone’s fice, 6 E. 8th street, tomorrow at 2:30 lished is false; that I have neither con•in
the basement.
Karreman of Paterson, N. J.
Meer, Douwe Wiersma and Roacoe M.
fessed to having thus preached nor
crossing,aged 77 years. The deceased o'clock.
What
is more, if householders with a Giles.
Because of the scarcity of hospital is survived by five sons and one daughpromised
to
desist
from
it.
There
is
Tom White underwent an operation
trains the National Association of ter. Mrs. Kraght lived in Holland unat Holland hospital Tuesday for rup- some jealousy because of a very sue- ton in the basement order coal the
Chief Railway Aurgeons will ask the till about two years ago when her husture. The operation was performed eessful school for Christian education drivers have instructionsnot to leave
.
various states to equip at least one band died. The funeral was held on
by Dr. Winter and Dr. Kools and was
GIVEN
and envious ones have aimed to take re- the fuel ordered and the man who orstrain to carry their sick and wounded
today at one o’clock from the home successful.
soldiers from the seaboardhome. The
venge in this manner. This latter is ders the dealer to go on this use- W. L. C. MEMBERS PORTRAY FAMrs. Myron Stevens has just con
trains will cost approximately $150,- and the interment will take place in the
the opinion of those who know condi- less trip will be charged for the cartin possession of some hemp thread
MODS CHARACTERS FROM
New Groningencemeterv.
$00.
age of the coal he does not get.
that was spun sixty years ago bv he tions here.”
“HENRY V”
John
C.
Dunton,
who
owns
practic.Albert Gemmen, a resident of AllenThis radical ntep has been made negrandmother,Mrs. Meier in gwitev-:o:dale was brought to the custody of ally the whole north side of Holland land.
cessary because of a comparatively
TICKETS ON SALE
A large audience enjoyed a most inSheriff Dornbos by Deputy SheriffsDe has gone into another factory scheme
The
name
of
Roy
J.
Cowell,
R’d
1,
few “fuel hogs” in Holland. A num- terestingprogram at the Woman’s Litin
Grand
Rapids.
The
Dunton
Co.,
TOtt and Peterson and Grand Haven
OUy pliceman Klemple. Gemmen, who make end up wood products, whatever Holland appears in the list of persons
ber of people are ordering a few tons
erary Club Tuesday.
ia advanced in years, is said to have that may be. The company is capital- who have not filed the answer to the
The tickets for the patriotic enter- from one dealer, a few from another, a
The special feature of the afternoon
questionnaire
within
seven
days
aft-'
beoome insane from grief over the loss ized at $35,000, of which Mr. Dunton
tainmentwhich will be given Monday few from still another. Some have
was the presentatitionof scenes from
of his wife and petitions have been holds 1006 shares of stock. Several er they were sent. SheriffDornbos has
evening, January 21, in the High stored away more coal -than they can
Bled for admission to the Kalamazoo prominent business men of ’Grand the list..
two acts of Shakespeare’s “Henry V’r
Hospital.
Hue to the depletion of the print- School auditorium, went on sale Wed use this winter, one dealer declared in charge of Mrs. Telling. Mrs. ButRapids such as John W. Blodgett, C.
Deacon Geo. E. Ellis has sold three B. Kelsey, Frank Hulswit and Adrian ing force and the inabilityof the stu- nesday. This entertainmentis given today.
phen gave a resume of the play “King
dent staff members to get their copv for the benefitof the free medical r.nd
lota in the Smith addition at Grand Otte are stockholders.
The coal dealers are not anxious to Henry V” is one of the favorite hein
on
time
on
account
of
the
storm
the
Bapids to the Standard Oil company
dental clinic which will be established dole out fuel in one ton lots. It is
When a banker controls the sugar
roes of Shakespeare in English Hisfor $14,000. The Standard Oil com- situation, it’s going some. That’s what Hooe College Anchor will not be
in connection with the city hospital.
sued this week.
cheaper for them to haul two tons at tory. He portrays him endowed with
paay will erect service stations in evthe condition at Hamilton, Michigan
It has been scientifically proven that a time than one. But the situation is
ery section in the ci»y. This will make
The Rev. Milton J. Hoffman, lately
chivalry and kingly virtues, yet disis.
Herman
Brower,
the
Hamilton
nearly
all of the retardation in school serious. The dealers are putting pubgasoline selling by the garage men a
professor-of Latin in Hope College,
posed to innocent raillery in the interbanker, deals out sugar cards as well
difficult matter to undertake.
and now president of Central College’ is due to physical defects of the pu- lic welfare above profit. They are
as money and the citizenscan get but
vals between his dangerous and rePella, Iowa, is in the citv, for a 'few
pils. Many people are not able to pay trying to keep the whole city warm.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. John Beintema, one-half pound a week; that is, prodays’ visit in the interestsof the latnowned achievements.The characters
Sunday morning— a new fireman.
for medical and dental treatment and But they know, better than any other
vided they have a card. Hamilton is ter institution
were portrayed in a most realistic mancertainly
having
its
trouble.
A
short
The P. T. club of the diserict school
Window cards announcing the new in many cases do not see the necessity individual,that this cannot be done if ner, the elaborate costumes adding mueb•oath of Jenison Park will hold its reg- while ago, its only barber left town nine-hour schedule for the local stores of having their children treated. All the “fuel hogs” are allowed to have
to the stage setting.
ular meeting next Friday evening.
and citizens had to go pot cutting can be obtained by the local mer- the children of Holland below the II. their way. So they are taking steps
In Act 3, Sc. 4 which was given in
The Home Missionary society of the again. Shortly afterwardsthe only chants by calling at the store of Bert 8. are examined by a nurse but not all
to get around the schemes of the fuel
French, the characters were: PriacejnM. E. church will meet Monday even- meat market proprietor enlisted anil Slagh. A supply of the cards is now
are able to procure the much needed hogs by adopting this system of deliving at 7:30 at the home of Mrs. J. Armour Star hams were sold no more. ready for distribution.
Katharine, Mrs. Landwehr; Lady Almedical care. Much has been done by ery.
Moore, W. 10th street.
The hotel was put out of business and
G. J. Diekema ,Supt. E. E. Fell and
ice, Mrs. Kan. In Act 5, Sc. 2, tbs
Mrs Helen Fortuine left Friday for the traveling men now give it the Prin. C. E. Drew will be the speakers the P-T clubs of Holland toward probeautifullove scene which portrays the
Paducah, Ky., to visit her daughter, quick “once over” and take the next at the meeting of the Lincoln School viding medical attention for needy LOCAL RECRUITING STATION TO
true Shakespcarion art, the same chartrain
out.
Now
the
poor
Hamiltoniaus
P'T
club.
Wm.
E.
Vander
Hart
will
Miss Muriel, who is teaching in a high
BE CLOSED BEPORE DAY
children but they can not attend to all
can get only one-half pound of sugar give a reading and the Seminary Or
acters were represented with Mrs. Nysschool there.
cases.
SCHEDULED
a week— hardly enough for coffee, ehestra will furnish music.
trom as Henry V, the soldier king.
Nathan Wells of Saugatuck, aged 70
The free dental and medical dinie
says the correspondents.
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Day
left for Grand
years, died last week ip John Robinson
Campaign in Holland Ends Friday Mrs. Kollen enterained the memThe 5 o’clock early morning Chicago Rapids Tuesday and will attend the will be a great boon to our schools
bers with two humorousreading* “Purhospital at Allegan. The body was
Evening ; Holland Boys Ordered
mission conferencebeing held there and city as a whole.
sent to Saugatuck for burial Wednes- train ipulled into Holland at noon Tuesple Sulphur Springs” and “The SerEsat.
this week. They will return Sat rday
day.
day morning.
vant Problem.”
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Hadden received and the usual services will be held
Ottawa Murderer
8t. Louis, Mich., like Hollnd, will
Miss Gertrude Dosker of Louisville
The recruitingstation for the Naval
a telegram Monday from their son Rav the Wesleyan church next Sunday.
go on a sugar diet Monday, January
Is Given Sentence
W.
Hadden
announcing
the
arrival
of
Supt.
E.
E.
Fell
will
give
an
address
Reserve
at
Camp
Logan,
111.,
that
has
accompanied
by Mrs. R. M. De Pree,
14. The city clerk is now issuing sugar
By Judge Cross been conductedin the rooms over thc sang a cycle of French songs, aid a voan eight pound boy.
on “The School and the Future Citicards snd the allowance is one pound
Nick N. Boorman of Overisel and zen” in connection with the mid-week
per week for each member in a family.
Ernest Kolberg, who on August Slat, Lokker-Rutgors store the past week, cal duet, “Dreaming of Love and
prayer meeting at Hone church Thur
Misi Rose Welch, formerly stenogra- Anne M. Bremer of Monterey, were
day
evening.
This
is
one
of
a
se
c,
shot
and killed his wife at their home will close Friday evening at nine You’’ was sung by Miss Evelyn Keppher at the P. M. freightofficeleft Fri- married at the home of the bride’s parof talks by professionaland business located on the West Michigan Pike, be o’clock. It was to have remainedopen ple and Vera Kepple, accompaniedby
ents.
day for Washington,D. C., where she
men in Holland on various subjects tween Holland and Grand Haven, was till next Tuesday evening, but Benj. Mrs. Kepple. As an encore Miss Evbaa accepted a position in the War deDick Van Lente and family have
connected with their lines of work.
partment.
packed their household goods and will
senten;ed by Judge Cross late Tuesday NasL in charge of it, received a tele- elyn Kepple sang “The Wind is in the
Mayor Vnndersluis Tuesday found
gram* from Ensign 8. M. Abrahams at South.” Tlio president read a communMen and teams are hauling wood for leave for Oskaloosa, Iowa, where Mr.
that the perch in Black Lake have afternoon.
the Fuller Lumber eotnpanvfrom thr Van Lente will sell Holland furnaces.
Camp Logan this noon ordering him to ication from Mrs. Finn, the Civic (ihairAs
the
judge
sentenced
him,
the
hut small respect for his mayoral digold Smith millpondin Valley, where
Franz Franken who was in the city to
nity.
He
went
out
to his fish shanty tears eame trickling down Kolberg ’s report at the camp immediatelyfor man of the State Federation, urging
the Allegan County Gas company have attend a meeting of the direotors of
on the ice to hook the members of the cheeks and he bowed his head in res- the Peeksilldraft. The telegram means that the club to take part’
for some time had a crew of wood cut- the Holland Aniline Company returned
ters and where there is now a great to his home in New York City Mon- finny tribe, being compelled in some ignation as he was led away by Sheriff that Mr. Nash will be one of a hun- in the war, activitiesand emphasizing
spots to go up to his neck through the
day.
quantity 'of green fuel.
dred men who will be transferred to the wide field for women’s efforts.
snow. Rut a whole afternoon’s fishing Dornbos back to the county jail
Benjamin Sternberg of Laketown
Privates Cornelius Dosker and Fred netted him only six little perch that
-:o:Judge Cross sentenced Kolberg to a the range at Peekskill. Although it is
pleaded guiRy before Justice Brady of DoJongh of Eable Pass, Texas, two
just escaped being undersized. Local term in the Ionia prison of from seven fiot positivelyknown, Mr. Nash thinks
Allegan to assault and battery on his former Hope students who enlisted in fishermen say that fishing these davs
IN
and a half to fifteen years with the that all the other Holland boys at
wife and was sentenced to 60 days at the cavalry last May have been recom- is unusually poor.
Camp Logan will be included in this
bard labor in the county jail. He must mended by their regimental commander
payment of additional fine of $500.
The Grand Rapids Hera^LWednriGrand Haven, Jan. 17— Retail merpay the costs of $15.75 or stay in jail to the Officers' Training School at San
draft.
Kolberg last August borrowed a
day morning had~jr unique cartoo I
30 days longer.
Antonio, Texas.
chants
of Grand Haven have bea$«
All those who enlist at the local rePercy Ray of the West Michigan
musket from his son who lives in
A bsv rack party started out Fri- Austin Harringtonwho had several niture Co., describing him as taki
State
Fuel
Administrator Prudden to it
Grand Haven stating that he wanted cruiting station before it closes Friday evening to Cook ’a cottage near cars of coAl coming in that were ex- the West Michigan bunch out in
in
limiting
store hours. Tuesday they
to shoot blackbirds that were eating day evening will have to be ready to
Pine Lodge and upon ite return to Hol- pected here Monday, finds that the Pere
yacht on a fishing trip. Underneath thc
announced
a shortenedschedule to
leave for <;amp on the midnight train
land, they got stuck in the snow Marquette Railroad company confiscatyacht is the inscription:“The next his corn crop on the farm. On the
take
effect
at
once.
banks three times, arriving in town at ed all the coal when they arrived at the
\tand he admitted that he parchased Friday night, the same train on
time he, gives a fishingdinner to
4 o’clock Saturday morning. Another Wyoming yards within hailing disGrocers,
moat
markets, bakeries and
West Michigan bunch he’ll charter
tW-gim to kill his wife and himself. which Mr. Nash will return to camp.
party started out for East Saugatuck tance of Holland. This fuel had already
feed
stores
open
at 8 a. m. and closo
ocean going tug.” Out of thc port
One more recruit was added to the
Domestic troubles had been many at
and are stuck about four miles out of been delayed for several months.
holes of the boat you hear the expreslist Thursday in the person of Frank
4:30
Dry
goods, clothing
the city stopping with some farmer;
De Wachter, the Dutch organ of the sions coming from his guests as fol- the Kolberg farm between him anl his
ntil the storm quiets down.
Christian Reformed denominat
lows: “Why don’t you bone this fish second wife and his step children.
midnigh^TrainThursday
d°Partment’f'irQitUre
An address for men only will be giv- completed its 50th year with this before you serve itf” and “We will
Kolberg asked thc Judge to sentence Camp Ugan. This makes twenty boys aud novelty 8tore9 °Pen 9 a m. and
•r in Trinity church Wednesday even'* week’s issue. Bev. A. Keizer of Over- land this outfit in Milwaukee;” from
at 4:30 p. m. Barber shops open
him to Ionia so that one of his sons, from Holland stationed at the
ing when Rev. John Van Ese, mission- isel has been editor-in-chief
for about thc lost port hole “For Percy's a jolly
and Mr. Nash is anxious to make it an at' 10
** a .m. and close at 7:30 p. m. All
ary from Arabia, will speak. The meet- 25 years and the editorial staff includ- good fellow”, can be distinctlyheard. who works for the Grand Trunk can even twenty-fivebefore the station
stores run to 9 p. m. Saturday nights.
ing ia open to all the men of the city, es Rev. J. B. Hoekstra, Rev. Q. D. De The cartoonist has several other puns visit him often, for he says ”1 will closes here.
all being cordially invited.
Candy
and fruit stores,saloons,
Jong. Rev. J .Van Lonkhuizen,Rev. on thc Holland Furniture man. The be lonesome with all of them gone.”
Holland has ...w.w
more w*
of uw
her boys
in the
—
wwjb *u
--- — / pool
r”~
Bev. Adam Clarke ii eeriouily ill at H. V under Werp and Rev J. J. Hiem- take-off however must be seen to be
Naval
Reserve at Camp Logan than in Moms and motion picture theaters alSheriff Dornbos took his charge to
-enga. H. Holkeboer ia publisher.
apprecifttedthoroughly.
i Sect 8th itreet.
any other branch of the military sor- to will adopt tha short schedule.
Ionia Wednesday.
and
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Holland City

The

girl

"He expected It, Henrlette,"he said
"He thought It would have come soon
«r, in the Parker matter. I wonder—"
He glanced through the open door tc
the billiardroom, where old Hilary’!
body lay on the table. He was minded
was Boroday, to wonder many things—

who had no God

nun non*

Hews

TO DEDICATE LOCAL

SAYS MORE IRON

CHURC HTHURSDA'Y

from

Hilary’s death 'had come down
would ** It Boroday eased his
the city on an early trail. The
«"». «e did not dare a sling,
was away on his deferred fishing trip. but the hand was thrust In the pocket
where, having exchanged his clerical of ‘‘Is coat. If only the hemorrhage
collar for none at all and having blls- ^'l not start again ! He braced him-

rector

RUBBER
AND LADY’S HAT AND

FINDS MAN’S

INDUSTRIES ARE

BANK

PINS IN SNOW

NEEDED HERE

BUILDING HAS BEEN REMODEL
ED AND IS PRACTICALLY NEW FORMER MAYOR BOSCH GIVES
STRUCTURE.
THAT AS HIS DIAGNOSIS OF

Jake Zuidewind no doubt prevented!
n man from freezing to death Satur-

tered the end of his ecclesiastical nose self and watched,
day. On his way home from work be
CITY’S NEED.
he was quite
11
ft ^’bery. you know that?
The Maple Avenue Christian Re
found lying in a snowman* near his
The assistant. Mr. Ward, whistled as
*" the library. He picked
whether, after all, old Hilary’s daunthe climbed the hill. As the hill was bis words carefully. "As I got the I formed church will be formally dedi
Holland needs more Iron working residence sn old man wno seemed to
less spirit had gone out like a lamp,
steep, this proved two thlngs-hls 8tory. n taxicab on Its way to the bank rated with public exercise* on Thurs
industries. That was thc burden of pay no attention to the severe storm
or If—
youth, and his lightnessof heart. True, was held up near the Record office. ,Uy evening. The church, is practical
This white and carven thing in the youth, and his lightnessor heart, true,
the argument in an able paper rend that was raging.' Zuidewind aroused the
old Hilary Kingston was dead, and vlo- * our father had stepped to the euro
next room, with stiffeninghands and
to
hail
the
taxi, and— It happened y a new structure,having been com Tuesday evening by former Mayor old gentleman but he said he was tired
the gray derby at Its feet, surely there lently done to death. But to Mr. Ward
then, a— a stray bullet from one of plctcly remodelled.The capacity hu»
was no mystery about it. This was death was but the gateway to a larger the bandits’guns."
Nieodemus Bosch before the fioeial and wanted to rest. He was plaeed
life; and only very sad In the young,
been doubled ^nd the building.-cannow
not old Hilary: that was all. But
Boroday, eyes on the oar, heard the
Progress Club when it met at thc home upon his feet however and taken to
where, then, was old Hilary? The Rus- who have not yet lived.
statement, and, with the chief coming accommodate the growing congrega
of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Mulder. His the Zuidewind home, given something
Mr.
Ward
was
young,
a
broad-shoulsian, who had been raised within the
up the steps from the road to the gartion.
Rut
in
spite
of
the
much
larger
dered
young
man,
with
clear,
rather
pale and on an ancient faith, and who
subjectwas “Businessafter thc War,” warm to drink and Was then lent to bis
den, took the time to repudiate It.
had now lost his best friend,felt all deep-set eyes,, and a firm mouth. The
"Pardon!"
he
said.
"It was not a mating capacity, the auditorium is be but he narrowed the theme down to a home in far better shape than when
people of Saint Jude’s prophesied that
the bitternessof his unbelief.
*
weapon In the hands of the bandits. It ing tilled every Sunday.
the world would hear of Mr. Ward.
considerationof the probable standing
Blinor
a
was the revolver of the bank messen- The doors Thursday evening will be
While the residentson West 15th 8f.
of the machine-makingindustry, and near thc High school ware digging
"He will have to be burled, ” said There was only one bar to his progress : ger."
open to the public at 7 o'clock, At
he had too much hnraor. It .seemed to
Henrlette. "The news has gone
Ward turned In surprise. Boroday’s 7:110 an opportunity will be given to in then he further limited this to >hc lo themselves out Sunday one held up »
the people of Saint Jude’s that religion
through the town. The assistantrector
eyes were fixed on Elinor's, with reascal situation.
man’s rubber that he had dag op.
Is a serious thing, forgettingthat good
spect the building.The Central Ave.
surance In their depths. The assistant
All over America,thc speaker said, Shortly afterward this name resident
cheer Is one of the things It must bring,
rector was not subtle, but he had a orchestra will furnish music from 7:30
and It be religion.
and all through the world there U to- found on the end of his shovel a wo»
curious feeling of somethingbehind all to 8 while the people go through the
Boroday met Ward In the hall. Old
day a machine famine as a result of man’s hat with the pins securely fasichurch on their tour of inspection.
this. He was uncomfortable.
Hilary was upstairs by that time, lying
the war. Even if the war should end
to it. The digger was looklag
"I trust," he said earnestly, "that
Prof. Louis Berkhof of Grand RapIn his great bed. All the doors and
these various outrageswill he at ao ids, a member of the Calvin College today this famine would in a meaiun for the lady in thc drift but she did
windows were open, and sunshine filled
uot materialize.
end now. Surely the police—"
Faculty, will deliver the dedicatory continuefor a long time. Machine
{he rooms. Ward thought It an un"Possibly." The anarchist'sgaze
making
factorieshave been taken over
At this point the wind was parties
usually sane house of mourning.
address. Rev. Wm. Vandcr Wcrp,
.
by thc government to make wu’ ma- larly severe. The snow at the northT’m glad to see the sun,” he said wandered to the garden, where even
then the chief was taking bis way to- *>rmcr PMtor of thc local chuJc?'
terial and as a result the manufacture east corner of the school Is piled at
"So many people close things up."
ward the house. "Of course, these lrfts*orol' tlie Christian Reformed
"Miss Kingston wished things undla
of machines of peace have suffered. Rut least seven feet high and reached half
bandits are trained men of unusual ehurch of Rrenthc, will bo present to
turhed,"
after the war, in thc industrialstrug- way up the eocond story, partial)?
Intelligence.If the police were of In- deliver an address. The greeting* of
“I came to tell hei^-but I suppose
gle that will follow, it is thc nation covering the windows of some ot th*
telligenceto cope with them—”
thc churches of Holland will be brot
she doesn’t care to see finyone-ths
recitationrooms.
"Yes?"
by thc Rev. H. Hockstra,pastor of that is best equippedwith ma hinery
rector Is away on a holiday. I’ll wire
They would not be on the force, at the Fourteenthstreet church, ami by that will win, because thc machine No doubt several pairs of rubbera
him, of course."
industry is a fundamentalindustry were deposited in the enow banka
meager salariesand petty graft. They
thc Rev. E. J. Tuuk, of the Ninth St
Boroday led the way Into the library
would be"— he shrugged his shoulders
that in a measure underlies all other made by the recent storm. Two India* >
where the rector had so recently rechurch. The Rev. J. B. Battcma, pas—"bandits themselves, very possibly."
Industry.
rubbers were dug up on Pine aTenua<
ceived his check. He turned and eyed
Ward left after that— left with an tor of thc church that is to be dedicat
-o
Hence, said the speaker, thc tima is
Ward.
uncomfortablefeeling of having got cd, will also speak.
here
now
to
begin
planning
for
post
Why bring the rector back?” he nowhere. He was convinced of one A chorus of 33 voices will furnish
asked. "It Is a little late for — the thing, death, which for him wns an
bcllum conditions. And he is engaging
WITH THE FLAG
music in thc conrsc of thc evening’s
comforts of religion."
in a patrioticservice who encourages
open gateway, was for this girl a exercises.
— :o:—
"Mr. Kingston gave lavishly to the
in any way thc iron-working indus’/ier.
dosed and fastened door. And he
Thc Maple Avenue church is one of
Jan. 10, 1918church. Whatever the church can knew something else. No other woman
thc newer organizations in thc city. Holland has suffered for a long time, Dear Martha—
do-"
had ever so profoundly Impressedhim
T rather think,” said Boroday po- as this girl who without hope In her During the few years stnee it* organ- he said, because is too much of n I will try and write a few linen tb
Thc crying let you know I am well and hoping yoo
litely,"that he gave, not to the church, grief met It with a high head and ization,it has had
very healthy one-industry
need
here
now
is
for
more
iron-working
but to the poor."
growth.
and the rest of the family are th#
courageous eyes.
industries.
Such
industries
would in same.
"‘Inasmuch as ye give unto one of
:o:
*
He felt a certain comfort In one
the first place help the nation an 1
the least of these,’" Ward replied, thing. Elinor had made a concession,
We had an awful blizzard here laat
and returned Boroday's gnxe.
therefore their establishment is patri
nnd Hilary Kingston,lavish giver to
five days. I went to town last Sunday
Elinor had pulled herself together. the parish poor, was to be burled from
otic; secondly they would help thc laand I had to walk back, which l« four
By the one standard that had ruled Saint Jude’s.
bor of Holland because thc scale of miles from thc city. It took me Jos?
her life she acted now— her father’s
The chief met Mr. Ward on the ter- REPRESENTATIVE
HOL- wages in thc iron-working industries
Them Bury Him as They Will," wishes.
two hours to walk it, then the next
race nnd took off hts hnt. Boroday,
LAND
EXPECTED
TO
APPEAR
is relativelyhigh and such institutions
Said Boroday.
day wc had ao much anow in front of
Ward, brought face to face with her, In the (Um hall, felt a certain sense of
FOR COUNTY NURSE.
would create greater advantages for
found
her
unapproachable,
cplra,
al- content. Nothing could have been more
our doora that we could not get oat •#
of the church has telephoned, and Is
the labor of Holland; and thirdly it I just dived out of the second floor
most
cold.
Found
her
very
lovely, too, auspicious, could have set his stage
on hla way here now. What am I to
Matter Is Expected To Come Up Be would help thc city because high
and let his ardent young eyes rest on better for his little drama, than the
dor
window, and landed square
mj/
fort the Supervisor* at Tueswages nnd civic progress invariably go stomach and in about six feet of aoow...
"Let them bury him as they will,' her oftener than was wise. Her sit- presence of the young clergyman. The
day’s Session
uation appealedto him. She seemed whole scene gained tone, decorum.
hand in hand.
said Boroday. "What does It antler?
The last few daye we can’t even go to v
to be quite alone, save for the Russian
The chief’s visit was short. They
Mr. Bosch suggested that an agency
he would himself have seen the humor
town unless we walk, which I ibw't ; ‘
The question of transportationfor
with the beard.
had followed the bandits’ car and lost
of ltH
be created in Holland that would make
oare to do after I had one trip of it.*.
"If I can 4o anything."he said, It, and findinghimself In the neighbor- the Ottawa county visiting nurse will
Hilary Kingstonhad been shot durit its business to go after iron-working
We haven’t had our pay for Decenbor ••
"wire to your relatives—anything of hood
very likely come up for consideration
ing the daylight robbery of the Agraindustriesfor this city. In that dirciyet, so if I don’t write often, why
that
sort—”
"Be
assured,"
he
said
to
Elinor,
in
before thc board of supervisorsat their
rian bank messenger. He was shot as
tion, he said, lies Holland'sreal fu
have
ao
relatives. My mother his best manner, "that we’ll not rest
don 't hold it against me.
an innocent bystander, and was resession on Tuesday. Holland, together
turc.
died when I was born. I— I have n until this thing Is cleared up.
I read in thc papers that Germany ff •
ferred to by the press as philanthropist
with Grand Haven and several other
curious feeling that everything In the community"— he cleared his throat—
and martyr. So much for years of cauhaving
a hard time to get peace; bat *
communitiesin the county being deeption and the annual gift to Saint world hss stopped—aa though Fd “the community will not lose one of
no
chance,
the officers told ua the other '
ly interested,it Is likely that some repreached the end of things."
its best citizens without a violent proJude's.
day
that
we
should not dreav of home *
resentative citizen from here will go
It seemed to Mr. Ward that he
,
As a matter of fact the Agrarian affor thc next year or two, which ia en- »
should offer some of the comfort of his
If
Holland
would
g«
after
it,
the
into
thc
county
seat
Tuesday
for
the
purWith the coroner he went ti|i the
fair was calamitous In several ways. It
faith to this shrinking, wide-eyed girl stairs and Into old Hilary’s room. The pose of presenting the matter to thc dustriesof this city could land s great couraging news, as I am just dying t*‘
bore too close a resemblanceto a St
before him. But what? Rumors had chief glanced about while the hasty supervisors.
amount of war business. That was the go “over there” with- thd- rest of r
Louis matter of several years hack. In
come to him, of course.
examinationwas being made.
which Boroday haa come under susThat at least is the plan that has opinion expressed by A. H. Landwehr them. Some of the bOyo fFom my'
"Death Is only a tragedy when w«
"Nice room," he said. "But a Jolly
picion.
of thc Holland Furnace Company at company is going to- the Avlitlow
think of It as an end and not as a be- lot of good It does the old gentleman been informally decided upon. It is
school. I would like to kO, but I intend
On a Tuesday morning, the cash beginning,” he said. "It Is always sad now! Nice little girl downstairs, too. likely that thc matter will be taken a meeting of the Social Progress club
ing more than the bank cared to have
to go back to nursing when I get out.
I hope you understand that I know I’ve seen that chap In the kali Home- up this evening at the regular meet- Tuesday evening. Mr. Landwehr told
ahont, two hundred and ten thousand
and this is a good place for me to*
how terrible all this Is for you. But where."
ing of the Board of Education and that of thc work done along this line in
doHara was sent to the clearing house.
learn some more of it.
to have lived one’s life, active nnd
The coroner drew the sheet over old body may take some official action to- Lansing, Detroit, Muskegon and other
Two clerks from the bank accompanied
well and useful to the end. nnd then Hilary’s peaceful face.
I waa in church last Sunday and got'
ward sending someone from here in the cities. In some towns millionsof dolthe messenger, who went by taxicab.
to depart, in the fullness of days, for
acquainted
with a aurgeon and he ask"The preacher? They an look alike. interestof this matter.
lars’ worth of war contracts have been
There are two direct routes to the aew activities— somewhere else—’
It’s the vest and the collar."
ed
me
to
attend
some of the operations*
clearing house: one along one of the
The trnnsporationpropositionfor the landed.
Elinor shiveredIn the warm sun"The
other man, with the accent.
he
performs,
and
ask if I would like to,
great avenues, the other through the
But this work cannot be landed in
county nurse is so important because of
shine.
German, I take It, or— Rnsslan."
also
to
take
care
of hla eases after thr
newspaperdistrict Here, at ten-thirty
"Yon see,” she said drearily."I do
Boroday was waiting for them at thc fact that on its success or failure dividually by the local factories. Some
In the morning, things are rather quiet.
war
is
over.
What
would you do in
not believethose things. I should like the foot \)f the staircase. In the li- will depend the future of the whole concerns in Holland have tried it, but
»nd except for vans deliveringrolls of
my
place,
Martha?
Will
I do the same?'
to Just now." Then, almost defiantly: brary was a tray, with drinks and county nurse system in Ottawa. The they have foutid that thc war depart
paper, there Is little traffic.
Wc are having some good mess here
"He was useful. You will never know sandwiches. The shades hud been state of Wisconsinhas been making n ment hardly has time to answer their
The taxicab went by this latter route. the things he did that were helpful.
and I am getting fatter and bigger
lowered.
strong hid for the services of Miss letters.What is needed is some central
Opposite the Record office, where the
But perhaps we would not agree on
every day. So you need not send me a
The
chief ate and drank. And as
Post, the county nurse. And although organization that can figure out what
presses stood, silent monsterswaiting
that, either."
often as he raised his glass he looked
fried
chicken, but a little peanut canto leap, old Hilary Kingston was
she has been re-engaged for another thc local plants can make for the govThe Russian was walking up nnd at the Russian over It. At last :
dy
would come in handy. Like the felstanding, kldglovedand wearing the
ernment by parcellingout thc work and
down the hall, Impassive, watchful.
'Haven't we met somewhere, Mr. year in Ottawa, this county will be un
low who bunks next to me, his father
gray derby hat he affected. As the
Under his stoical Indifference, he wns
able to hold her, it is believed, unless that can then send a representativeto
taxicab bore down toward him he
wanted to send him a nice big pack(TO
BE
CONTINUED.)
suffering tortures. A bullet from the
she is provided with the equipment Washington who can find out from
bailed It.
age
of goodies and some civilian clothautomatic had gone through his left
that she needs to do effectivework. headquarter* what the government
•Taxi l” he called.
es to his brother somewhere else, and'arm, grazing the hone. Luckily, the
It is almost certain that if Ottawa needs and what specifications it requirThe taxicab slowed down. Old Hilbullet was not In the wound. Henrlhe got the address mixed up, and all
es.
ary, seeing it occupied, waved It off
should lose Miss Post the whole counette had bathed and cleansed It, but
wc got out of it Is some fancy shlnts,
It is only by having some one actualwith his stick. But It had come to a
ty nurse system would have to go. Behe was in agony. He was suffering
and they are not good to eat, so we are
full stop. There was an alleyway because of thc war deraan 1 for nurses, ly on the ground that cities land these
pain, bereavement,defeat. His face
“ bit disappointed. Well I will close
side the Record building, and now three
war
contracts.
No
one
manufacturing
expressedonly decorous and conven- BUT BEING IN BUSINESS FOR HIS there is a nurse famine not only in
with lots of love and regards t8 Hob
men ran out from there, and thrust retional regret
Michigan but all over the United institution can very well go at it alone. and.
HEALTH ONLY, THE STORM
volvers through the open windows of
Now and then he glanced In at the
States, and any community that loses But Mr. Landwehr suggested that if all
WORRIES HIM NOT
the cab. After that it was hot work.
Your friend,
library door, but generally he watched
oin forces and go at it systematically
its nurse is practically certain to
Marshall of the bank went back with a
Scrgf. Frank Ohervensky,
the road up the hill. As he had
bullet through his lung. The bank
remain without one for the duration of rich results could be obtained. Holland I told Ilosp. Infirmary,
watched the Church ascending, so now
Grand Rapids Herald— Most of the the war at least and perhaps for long has a considerablenumber of plants camessengerfired polntblank,and missed
at any time might come Law. He
his target; but old Hilary, gray derby
pable of being converted with few
Salesmen and others who are in thc after that.
would be prepared.
and all, went down where he stood,
changes
into war manufacturinginstiHe had grown a beard since the St. market doing nothing but twiddling
twenty feet away. The uninjured clerk
tutions;
also many parts that the gov(While in Kentucky recently, Prof.
Louis matter. That would help. And
had an automatic gun, and swept a
B. Nykeific picked up u cony of a ernment needs in enormous quantities
he had waited to return and claim old their thumbs are taking a cheerful
circle with It over the bag which lay
Hilary’s body, until the Record extra view of thc situation.Among these patrioticpoem that is so beautiful and could be made here a* part of the conat his feet. There was no getting Inso perfect that many persons in Holhad announced his killing. Walking
Percy Ray of the West Michigan land have asked for copies of it. The cerns’ output without radical changes.
side that ring of death. The bandits
up and down the wide hall, his keen
In addition to being a good busipoem was written by Gun-mate George
retreated, firing as they ran, and
Is the time to get your
mind was going back, detail by detail, Furniture company, who shows his lines Morrow Mayo, of Bowling Green, Ky.,
climbed Into an automobile up the
ness
proposition,he said, this lan. ling
over the day. Talbot and Lethbridge in the Furniture Temple.
United
States
Navy,
and
it
is
reprostreet. When the reporters In the Recof war contracts would materially help
“This market has certainly been due d herewith):
In the car had kept on. They had
ord office wakened to the fact that
out the transportatiqnproblem in- HolHere's
to
th«
Blue
of
the
wind
swept
North,
had changes of clothing In the ma- hoodooed,”say Ray. “First, we have
there was a story under their windows,
When we meet on the fields of Frtnre,
land, since with government in control
in.
can
chine. By now they should be at the war conditions which unsettles thc
the street was clear. Only old Hilary
Mar the spiritof Orant be with you a|)
country club, and halfway around the business of the nation. Then we run
of the railroad* the plants working
lay dead on the pavement, with a bullet
As the Sons of the North advance.
make your sitting in the
links. The car, with Its changed lifor the government are supplied first.
up against embargoes which frighten
In his head.
cense plates, would be standing In the
o—
The chauffeur of the taxicab drove
the livers out of buyers for fear they And. here's to the Graz of the aun-kissed
evening if it suits you beteminently respectablecountry club
No. 6648
South,
madly to the hospital with Marshall,
won’t be able to get the goods. Then
,
Expires Jan. 26
When we meet on the flelda of Franre,
who was dying, and then tp police
ter.
Ward had risen. He towered far we finally get here and get things go May the 'spirit of Lee be with you all
STATE OF MICHIGAN
quarters,where he gave himself up. He
The
Probate
Court
for
the
County
of
As
the
Sons
of
the
South
advance.
above Elinor. Because of his heavy ing pretty well and along comes one
was released,of course. His name was
Ottawa
shoulders, he never looked his foil blizzard right on top of another and
Walter Huff. He was shown to be a
In the matter of the estate of Jan
height. Boroday. In the corridor, stole ties up the railroadsso thc buyers can And. here's to the Blue and Gray as one.
new mao, hut sober and Industrious,
Lobbezoo, deceased.
When we meet on the fields of Franre,
a moment from his anxieties to find
one of the best drivers in the employ
neitherget in nor out.
Notice is berefoy given that four
May the spirit of God be with u« all,
the young clergyman every Inch of a
months front the 4th day of Jatitinrv
of the taxicab company. It was also
As the Sons of the Flag advance.
“But then Chicago is in worac fix
for
A. D. 1918, have been allowed to - e:edshown that Hilary Kingston had hailed man. and to throw him the grudging even than we are, for the storm
| 'O
admiration of defeated middle-age for
FORTY ACRE FARM FOR BALE— itors to present their c faints against
him ; Huff explained his slopping. Mr.
worse over there than over here. And
youth nnd vibrant life.
Either with or without stock and said deceased to said court of examinKingston was a regular patron ; he hud
sittings.
"Then I shall not send for the rec- besides, why should we worry? We are
ation and adjustment, and that all1
tools, sickness reason for selling. In
meant to tell him that In five minutes
quire M. Batjes, R. F. D. No. 11, creditorsof said deceased are required
inly in the business for our health nnd
tor?"
he woul<l come back and pick him up.
to present their claims to said court, at
3t2
"Please,
no."
our
health
is
getting
worse
every
day.
Huff was under surveillance for
the probate office,in the City of Grand
"Is there anything at all that I can
three days. His conduct was ImpeeAll we can do is to try to keep the
WANTED — A Holland and„ American- Haven, in said County, bn or before
dor
the 4th day of May A. D. 1918 and th.t
• cable.
plant running until the government de
speaking saleslady for store
"Do the— the police know about
town of 1500. Must be capable of said claims will be heard by said court
cides to take it over to make airoplanes
thlsr
19 E. Stk
UpStiln
CHAPTER III.
taking charge of dry goods dept on Monday the 6th day of May A., D.
"Surely. I suppose you have been or gun stocks or something. So
Send full information and references 1918, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
should irofry, to long u w« have a good
Dated January 4th, A. D. 1918.
told what
%
first leter. Ans. care of Holland City
after all, the
JAMES J.
"They
will
tell
me
nothing.”
story
teller
In
our
midst.”
Nawfl.
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ONE COUNTY IS
ALLEGAN GAZETTE
IMPROVISED SLEIGHS
LAKE AT TOP OF"
BAND MEMBERS
TRINITY BIBLE GLASS
FAVORABLE TO
SAVED THE DAY
BOOSTS HOLLANDS
COULDN’T PLAY A NOTE
WINTER
ACTIVITY
ELECTS OFFICERS
HEALTH PLOW
SNOW PLOWING PLAN THAT PRECAUTION MAY HAVE
BUT
THEY
FURNISH
MUCH
ICE CUTTING AND FISH SHANTOTTAWA AND MUSKEGON STILL
ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
PREVENTED SERIOUS FIRE
AMUSEMENT FOB THE
WANTS
ALLEGAN
CITY
TO
IES GIVE LIFE TO FROZEN
SATURDAY NIGHT.
TO ACT ON PEOJECT THIS
AUDIENCE.
WAS HELD WEDNESDAY
EVENING

BAY

ADOPT THE SAME
FLAN.

WEEK.

A big celebration was held in the
The rigging up of sleighs at the lo
Beechwood school Friday evening, the
With Allegan county fledged to a polcal fire department*Saturday for the
The Ladies Adult Bible class of*
house being crowded in spite of the
icy of pushing the project of the
Allegan Gazette— The men employed
purpose qf giving the city protection With ice cutting going on at various weather. It was a humorous program Trinity church held their annual busierection of a tricounty tuberculosis to make paths with the city snow plows
under the unusual atorm conditions points, with a village of fish shanties and one of the most amusing features ness meeting in the basement of tht>
sanatorium, it is almost ertain that the could nut please everybody if they
saved the day Saturday night when on the congealed surface of the lake, was the eoncert given by Brook’s church last Wednesday evening.
Ottawa County board of supervisor* tried. Those who live nearest the busi- fire broke out in the tool department
with pedestriansmaking cria-cross band, composed of sixteen Beechwood The followingofficers were elected!
will ts&e a similar step at their setfavorites. Not one of these men could for the year: President of Federation,.
ness section think the more densely of the Hayden Auto Co. The new
paths over the ice, Black Lake is the play a note but the antics they persioa this week. The Allegan supervi*Mrs. C. Dressel; teacher of class, Mr..
populated sections should be plowed team hired for the occasion, from No.
scene of more activity than the aver- formed on their sixteen instruments
ors met last week and Supervisor Geo.
Huyzer, re-elected;president of class,.
first and those who live out some 1, was on the scene first, being near
convulsed the audience.
Van Landcgend,a member of the spe- blocks feel that they should be served the scene of the fire hut the sleigh age person who does not, venture out
Another feature was a play given by Mrs. Chas. Dykstra, re-elected;vice-from No. 2, was not long in following. much reslizee.
aity Ottawa committee,was advised
Beechwood young men in which Mr.
first because they have so far to travel.
The fire boys did splendid work in
A good many fish shanties are on the Vance Rook* starred. The meeting
Saturday by telephone that the AlleThe Holland plan for this work seem* the storm and they had the fire under
was one of the P-T club and the vice- Wiersema, re-elected;president of’ the
gan county solons had acted favorably
scene again this winter as in years
to be a good one. The city instructs its control very soon, not giving it a
president, Arthur White gave an adon the committee's recommendation.;. snow plow men jost where to start, chance to spread outside the building, past, and a good many lake perch are dress. Other numbers were: vocal so- Home Department,Mrs. Romeyn.
The class is in a flourishing condition
The other two counties included in when to start, and whe^ to go. A dia- which might have proved very danger- being hooked by the followers of this lo, Master Jack Burt; dialog, Billie and has enrolled 80 members at the
ous in a gale like that of Saturday
Brown and Walter Van Dommelen; vo- beginning of year. The Home departthe project, Muskegon and Ottawa, are
gram of the work is printed in the city night. The fire is supposed to have or- sport. .
cal solo, Frank Bertseh; singing of ment has thirty members. At the close
to act upon the matter the present
papers so that the people in all parts iginated from an electricwire.
Most of the fish ehantiee now being “America,”; refreshments.
of the business meeting the class preweek. To each of the three counties of the city may know what streetsto
After the fire the fire boys were takconstructed are of the portable type.
sented their president Mrs. Dykstra
en
to
a
restaurant
at
the
expense
of
the same recommendationswere made,
with a beautiful bouquet of carnationa
travel when they must go early. The
They
are
constructed
on
runners
so
the Hayden Auto Company and of J. J.
since the investigationswere made by
as a little token of appreciation of her
TO
plow starts on the leading streets or Rutgers who owns the building and
that the owner can attch a rope to it
faithfulness to the class in the past
a joint committee containing members
served
with
coffee
and
sandwich©*.
The
where the most travel is and plow the
r.
and
draw
it away from one spot to
Borculo,
near
Zeeland
has
again
from each of the three county boards.
whole length. One street in every sec- damage was between $700 and $800.
shown itself patriotic. There the Young
It is not believed that the two re
another and thus follow the places
tion is plowed first nnd the others as
Peoples’ Society, under the leadership FRUIT
TO
DATE
OF
BOOSTERS’
maiaing counties will turn the matter
where the fishing happens to be good. of Rev. E. J. Krohne, took upon itself
fast as they can be reached. In this
IN
IS
down, since the supervisorsare up way the people can with little difficulThis winter on account of tho unus to interest the people In that locality in
agaiast the propositionof making pro
ual depth of the enow there is consid- the work of the American Red Cross So- STATE GATHERING TO BE mrr.rv
ty have a path. The same plan could
The Boosters’ Day that was to have
ciety. Eighteen committees of two
THEBE FEBBUABY 5 AND 6
erable difficulty about moving shanties
vision for tuberculous persons who are
each divided the territory and made
be used anywhere. The men who take been held in Holland high school on
however.
county charges. The state law coma house to house canvass with the rethe jobs of plowing the paths ought to January 18 has been postponeduntil
The mid-wiater meeting of the State
Also because of the abnormal snow sult that this week they paid $156.50 to Horticultural Society will be held In
pels them to provide sanatorium treat
be willing to work in the night and April 19. The change in date was made
fall there has so far been little skat- the treasurer of the Zeeland chapter. South Haven, Feb. 5 and 6th. A large
meat for these, and hence something they do, nt least some of them do. The
because of the fact that the earlier
attendanceof fruit growera from ail
ing, and the ice was rough at best.
will have to be done anyway. But
James G. Kerr of Chicago, who has parts of the state is expectedand »
work this week was exceedingly hard date interferredwith examaniations in
There
has
been
no
talk
so
far
this
winaside from that, a large number of the
been connectedwith the city fire de- very interesting and instructive pr*
on account of the amount of snow and many of the schools. Invitations have
ter of floodingthe ice, as was tried out partment for the past five years, was gram has been prepared.
supsrvisors see the importance of this
the unusual weight of it
been sent to schools in all the counties
one year and for which there has been killed by falling walls while he was
Everyone realizesthe seriousnessoi
movement,and no sertoua opposition to
o ------- '
working at a moving picture theater the labor situationfor the present yetr
in the southern half of the atate of
some
agitation etch year since, nnd
the genera] plan is anticipated.
LOCAL COAST GUAED
Michigan. Fifty schools have been with the snow as deep as it is consid- fire last Wednesday morning. He was and this subject will be discussed exGOES TO SEA SHOES
the nephew of Francis Kerr and Miss tensively.
The real difficulties will eome in
ON CAPE COD asked to be represented by two stu erable difficulty would be experienced Ellen Kerr of Douglas. Mr. Kerr was Speakers of state and national repuworking out the details of the plan, it
dents each.
clearing the snow away from a large a fine young man and spent several tation will handle other topies of rital
it is believed. The choice of a site is
Carl Peterson, formerly of Ottawa
summers in Douglas and made many interest, after which each subject will
Many of the schools have already area.
always a difficult matter, and the ques- county, a member of the U. 8. Coast
be open for general discussion.
sent a favorable reply and tfther replies
tioas of the size of the building and Guard at Jackson Park station, Chicago, has been transferred to Wei!- are expected very soon.
ite administration are also sometimes
:o:
fieeton Cape Cod, where he is assigned
hard to solve. But it seems quite cer- to the U. 8. coast guard crew on duty
GETS
tain that Ottawa will soon take a real there. The young coast guard likes
step forward in its public health pol- sea duty and is comfortably located on
the Massachusetts shore. He is a son
iey.
The Holland High school team will
of Ctpt. Charles Peterson, keeper at
o
the South Chicago station and was raeef*. the strong Grand Rapids Union
Tax Man Tells Ottawa
practically brought up in the coast ser- high Saturday evening in the local
vice.
Farmers How to Fighigh school gym. Union has one of
,
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WAR NEEDS

year.
MEN

DAY

MEET

SOUTH HAVEN

POSTPONED
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ore Their Incomes CON8IBTOEY ELECTS OFFICEES
When

the income tax

—

GAME WITH
STRONG UNION HIGH

17,000 Barrels of

the strongest high school teams in the
state,

man comes to
The consistory of the Third Reform-

and the contest is expected to

be

Ottawa county next month it is expected church has organized for the enThe preliminary game will be beed he will find a considerable number
suing year with the following officers: tween the second teams of the two
of farmers who must pay the tax.
vice-president,
M. Van Dyk; clerk, Pe- schools. The preliminary will begin at
Farmers in the county are asking how
ter Notier; treasurer,William E. Van- 7:15.
the incomes will be figured.
The gross income will be determined der Hart; assistatft elerte, Joe Kooi*
by adding together nil the sums receiv- ker; • assistant treasurer,Simon Ver-

alleganTolks must

burg; treasurer,mission fund, Albert
and convert- H. Meyer.

HAVE THEIR “STACK”

ed during 1917 from Jan. 1, to Dec. 31,
for products actually sold

ad into cash or its equivalent. It will
Uelode the crops he raised in 1910 or

INTERURBAN DRIVEN BY HOLLAND
MAN KILLS MOTHER

prior years, if not sold until 1917. It
will include the stodk that has been

produced on the farm in preceding
Henry Van Domelen of this city, betyears, but not sold until in 1917. It
ter known as “Heinie”, former proIncludes the amounts received from
prietorof the Berghoff saloon on East
cream, butter, eggs, poultry, fruits,
Eighth street, but now motorman for
woold, hay, grain, hogs, cattle, in fact

the Michigan Railway, figured in

anything and everything turned into

money during the

still

PAN CAKE FAd^OBY NOT PUT
OUT OF BUSINESS ACCORDING
TO LATEST GERMAN RUMORS
The Allegan Gazette

is bewailing the

fact that it is constantly denying war

rumors. The

latest denial is rather

unique, namely that the Allegan people will not be denied their “stack”

with maple syrup by a long shot, not

sad accident when his car that was pull- even if the Germans do launch this new
ing out of Grand Rapids at the time propaganda. Says the Allegan paper:

year.

The erops raised in 1917 but

a

un-

struck and killed

i

Polish mother,
“The Gazette is kept pretty busy
sold on Dec. 31 are not to be considernamed Mary Jankowski,34 years old. denying the wild and absurd rumors
ed in figuring income for 1917. All
She was accompaniedby her little son afloat these war days. Another one
theee sales from the farm will constiand had gone to the Gas company is the story that the Allegan mills have
tute gross income.

Before any tax is levied or reckoned

on his income he is allowed to deduct
all sums paid out for labor, seed, fertilizer, threshing, products or stock
bought for resale, (stock bought for
breeding purposes or trees or shrubs
bought for planting cannot be deducted.) He can deduct all such items of
expense as small tools and nominal repairs, binder twine, spraying compounds, veterinary fees and a reason-

Flour a Day Saved

a battle of the giants.

yards to get some fuel because deliv- been forbidden to make any more selfery would not be made until after Sun- rising pancake flour. It is true that

day. Her husband worked at the coke some such propositionwas discussed at
yards, and ha filled the sack with a meeting of millers of the state, but
enough coke to last the family over investigationshowed there was no
Sunday and sent them back home re- foundationfor the rumor. It would
joicing. The wife had tied the sack have been absurd to forbid millers sellto a hand sled and she, aided by her ing mixed flours with a leaven when
little son of 11 years, was pulling the there was no ban upon the sale of the
load back home. The Letellierstreet same articles separately. The Allegan

The grinding: capacity of the mills of the United States is, in round
numbers, 2,275,000 bushels of wheat per day from which they had previously extracted approximately 500,000 barrels of flour.
On the new basis of greater extraction requested by the Food Administration,which became operativeon the 26th of December, these same
mills will produce from the same number of bushels of wheat slightly more
than 517,000 barrels of flour, or an actual saving of 17,000 plus barrels of
flour per day.
In view of the present heavy world-wide demand for wheat flour and
the world shortage of wheat, the Food Administrationis to be congratulated upon having exercised such good judgment in asking the millers of
America to make the higher extraction of flour.

A direct message from Hoover to the mills of the United States informs them that 200,000 people in Finland will starve to death before
America will haVe flour enough to spare them, hence the necessity for an
immediate order requesting the higher extraction of flour.
Any miller who does not immediately and enthusiasticallyrespond and
thoroughly endeavor to live up to the spirit as well as the letter of this
request, is neither a friend of his country nor of the consumer.
Any consumer who does not willinglyand gladly accept and cheerfully
abide by the results of this necessary change is neither loyal to the best
interests of his country nor the boys in khaki.
This action does not require mills to change their brands nor the consumer to eat black war bread, as the vast majority of the mills of America
will continue to produce an excellent flour; better flour than the mills of
any other nation on the globe.

We

ed; on cement,, stone or brick build- the boy noticed the car. He cried a
ings, 2 per cent; on machinery, farm warning to his mother, but, having her
equipment and fences, about 10 per
ceivt; auto trucks and tractors,about
12 to 15 per cent. The depreciation h
figured on the original cost and the
number of years it will wear.
I He is allowed to take deductions for
lazes and interestpaid, but be cannot
take deductions for any payments be
pay have made on the farm machinery.
Jf the farmer is a “renter” he can deduct for the cash rent he pays. The
person who receives the rent will report it as income in his income tax return.

Hoi
nnd leader of the Wagner chorus,

Prof. J. Jans Helder, formerly of
land,

head bound up for protection against
now
the storm she did not hear him. With a

soloist and choir master at Trinity

church at Grand
shout of warning the boy leaped
Rapids, has been retained for the year
forward to safety, just clearing the
1918, and will get an increase of salary.
tracks, as the car rushed by. The mothProf. Helder has been with this church
er, still clinging to the coal-ladenel
for seven years, coming to Grand Rapsled, did not see the danger quickly
enough, and within an instant was ids from Los Angeles, Cal.

“The Flour the Best Cooks Use,**
We will be
tion of grain.

hurled to her death. Owing to the severe storm the motorman could not see
for an great distance ahead of him.

Mrs. J. J. Helder assists her husband

and ha* also
been retained by th* chor.u authorin his

work

at the church

ities.

TAKEN ON CHARGE OF
MISREPRESENTATION SCHOOLS TO GIVE PATRIOTIC

PROGRAM

WM. POWERS OF 8AUOATUCK
MUST STAND TRIAL

Next Monday evening Jan.

21st,

members from Holland’s seven public

Wm. Powtfrtf' of fiaugatuck has been
arrested by the local police on a complaint signed by John Benjamin, in
which the local shoe dealer charges
Power* with getting a pair of Shoe* at
his place under false pretenses. Benjamin alleges that Powers came lo him
asking credit for a pair of shoes stating that he worked at the Holland
Furnace C’o. and that on the next pnv
day he would eome in and pay for toe
shoe*. Benjamin gave Powers the Shoes
but found that he was not employedat
the Holland Furnace Oo. and consequently had no pay day coming.
Powers went to SaugatuckFriday
morning and tried to get money to settle the account but phoned to Justice
Robinson stating that he tri^d to get
110 from his father but was refused.
The young man’s hearing has been set
for next week Friday.

schools will present a most enthusiastic

and entertaining patrioticprogram

in

the high school auditorium.

The program

will consist of drills,

more cautious than ever, if

it is

possible to be, in the selec-

The wheat will be cleaned seven times before going on to the rolls for
the first break instead of six times; it will be run through four distinctand
separate cleaning machines ; will be scoured twice and washed once ; then
run into tempering bins to be warmed to the proper temperature before
being ground.

Methodist Episcopal

last

manufacture

ULY WHITE

crossing was soon -reached,and just at mills have built up a large trade in
able per cent for wear and ’ear on that time the Interurbancar driven pancake flours, and such a regulation
fences, machinery, farm implements, by Van Domelen of Holland, and Mar- would have compelled them to change
tin Griffin, conductor formerly of Hol- their formulas and omit wheat from
vehicles, barns and other buildings but
land, now of Grand Rapids, mace roll- them and possible reduce their sabs
not on the house he live* in.

The percentageof depreciation is ing along having shortly before left greatly.”
computed on the life of the property. the station.
On frame barn and other substantial The lad was walking at his mother's PROF. J. JANS HELDER GETS
INCREASE IN SALARY
wooden structures,3 per cent is allow- side. They were upon the tracks when

will continue to

Six separate and distinct grindings will take place before the process
is

completed.
The

from the coarse by plan sifters, dust
machines of the most modern type.

fine material will be separated

collectors, bolters and clean-up

Every ounce of Lily White Flour will be bolted through the very
best imported silk bolting cloth, most of which is obtained from Switzerland.
This long milling process enables us to clean up every bit of flour;
it will be permitted to remain in the feed— the coarse material, the
bran and middlings — which makes it comparativelyeasy for us to extract
the amount of flour asked without seriously affecting the quality of Lily
White Flour.
none of

You will notice the color of the flour Is darker than before, but you will
find Lily White Flour retains all of its delicious flavor for which it has
become justly famous. You will find it bakes delicious, tender, nutritious
bread and pastry.
Above all else, you are helping to save 17,000 barrels of flour per day,
which is equivalent to 6,154,000 loaves of bread, more than enough to feed

army of six million men for a day, or an army of one million men for a
week. You will be helping to win the War; helping the Sammies “over

an

music nnd readings.

there.”

As every school is represented,it is
hoped that the auditorium will be

You will help to feed the starving mothers and children of stricken
Europe by co-operating with Hoover.

taxed to

its capacity to

accommodate

That’s worth a

lot.

the audience. This is the first program
of its kind to be presented in Holland.

The proceeds from this entertainment
will be used to establisha free dental
clinic in connection with the city hospital.

Tickets are 15c to everyone. Come
and make this patrioticventure a big
succeas.

VALLEY CITY MILLING CO.
Grand Rapid$, Mich.

hoUam

PAGE

City \ev)s

filed ID said Court be admitted to
(STUDENTS HOLD IMLOCAL CHAPTER CELE- WHEN RAILROAD
PROVISED MEETING Probate as the last will and testaBRATES 9TH BIRTHDAY
SCHEMES WERE
ment of said deceased and that adIN THE AIR GATHERED IN V00RHSB8 HALL
BOLLAITD “ DAUGHTERS ’ ENJOY
ministration of aaid estate be grant’

RECEPTION AT THE HOME OF
MISS KATHERINE POST

SUNDAY FOR RELIGIOUS
EXERCISES
The Hope College boys who take

8AUOATUOK WAS THE HOT BED
FOR IMAGINARY RAILROADS
WHICH NEVER MATER-

their meals at Voorhees hall, together

IALIZED

The Elizabeth Schuyler HamiltoL

with the young lady students who art

•Chapter, D. A. R. ^tebrated its ninth

birthday by a reception given at

thi

home of Miss Katherine Post Thursday
ifternpoa, at which forty members and

quests were present and at which a
program of unusual merit was given.
‘The Regent, Mrs. J. Van Patten,

Jr.,

.after greeting the guests in her pleasing;

manner, told of the work of the

chapter the past year. This chapter together with the Daughtersof Michigan

are engaged in worth for the boys at
Custer, furnishing them with
knitted garments and other comforts.
'They have also given a generous sum

'Camp

towards restoring a devastated village
French children. More than one hundred dollars
has been raised the past year for pa•triotic purposes,and the Regent thank
In France, and help for the

«d those present for

their interestand

It is

Ordered, That the

23th day of January, A. D. 1918

in residence in that building, held re

Saugatuckhas been the butt of more
railroad storiespossibly than any other towu in the state and still it has no
steam road to this day. Even as early
as the sixties railroads were promoted
for Saugatuck. Here is one taken from
file copy of a Saugatuck paper in

main receptioi
pointed for bearing raid petition.
room of the hall Sunday afternoon at
It la Further Ordered. That publl«
2 o’clock. Since the regular church notice then * be given by publlca
ligious exercises in the

services in the churches had been in- 'Ion of a copy of thla ordar, fo.
terrupted by the storm the students three aucceaulveweeks prevloua U
took this means of observing the Sab- <ald day of heating, In the Holland
City Newa a newspaper printed anj
186H:
bath.
circulated In aald county.
‘After a conferente held in the city
Dr. Amo Venncma delivered an adJAMES J. DANHOF,
of Grand Haven of gentlemeninterest dress and a sacred concert was given
(A true copy.) Judfe of Probau
ed in the several projected railroad* The Seminary Quartet also took part
running north and south adjacentto
Cora Vaude Water
the Lake Shore, on the subject of con- in the musical part of the exercises.
Ac ting Register of Probate
solidating the several companies,the
Expires April 6, 1918
matter was referred to the presidents
MOBTOAOB BALE
psojitui puvi|OH puc Sioqg oJtnq oijj
6731 — 'Ex pi if § Jan. 19
of the Muskegou anj Ferrysburgand
WHEREAH default haa been made in thv
paynirnt of the moneya serured by a roort- STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Pro
companies.”
Sate dated the 12th day of September, A. 1).
bate Court for the County of Ot
one thouaandei*ht hundred ninety one, executed by Teunia VanDenlierge,of Holland, tawa.
Michigan, party of the flrat part, to Wilaon
At a session of said Court, held a>
Harrington,of the Tovnahip of Holland.
Ottawa County. Mirhigan,aa party of the the Probate Office In the City o'
second part, which a%id mortgage was re- Grand Haven in said County, on th*
A play called “Suffrage” was the corded
in the oBre of the Register of Deeds
feature of th$ meeting of the W. C. T. of Ottawa County. Michiganon the 21at day 27th day of Dec , A.
1917

Mrs. Robbins opened the program
with a brilliantpiano solo, skillfully
executed, followed by Mrs. John Prak<ken who sang two selections in her
weet, dear soprano voice. Mrs. Geo.

•

LOCAL

WOMEN

Expires fab. 18, 1911
after Ihs laps* of all month*
clpal sum remsininfunpaid,together with
‘ MOBTOAOB BALB
interestthereon shall at the
*<>
i>arty, become dua and payablaimmediately
drfau't has barn mada ia the
thereafter,and
Whereat the partite of the irvt part have payment of lha monaya aacurad by a mortgage. dated the 21st day of July
D. one
failed and neglected to pay the aaaeaamenU
a* the tame uecatne due and payable, and thousand nina hundred and fonrtoaa. exaI ru‘'“1
Jacob Wabeka. and Hub.rlbi Waare now In arrears for more than elx montnil.
A,
last past and the second pari- has axerrisad
***•».
OV
tawa
County,
Michigan,to the Council sf
its option and has declared said m->rti:
Hops
College,
s
corporation,
of
Holland.
and every part of it due and payable, and
there ia now due on taid mortgage at the Michigan, and Vlch aaid mortgage wm redata of thla notice, the eumof Eight Hun corded in the ofllra of the Register of Dead*
:

optf

Yr* I .f
WHEREAS

. V

U. Friday afternoonat the home of
Mrs. A. Meyer. In view of the passage
of the suffrage amendment in the
House the play was very timely, it
was written by Mrs. F. T. Miles. Each
suffrage state was represented by ons
of the members wearing .1 white crown
with the name of the state in gold, and
each one told what suffrage had done

D

.

I

i

—

Mtcfcll

| wi4

and forty five hundredth. (SO and 45-100.
feet thence West Sixty five and «ixty three
hundredth (B5 and 63 100) rods thence
south Eighty and fortv five hundredths(SO
and 45 100) feet to place
IMS'
of banning, in
Danhof. tending to convey two (2) acre* of land "
Dated this 20th day of December, A. D.

of Meptember, A. D. one thouaand eight hundred ninety -one, in Liber Sixteen (18) of
Mortgage* on page Six Hundred Thirty-one

•*.**•

dred Sixty Six and forty hundredth!(|86fl of Ottawa County, Michigan,on the 22nd
one thou •« ml nine bun
40) Dollars, principal and intemt, and the day of July,
dred and fourteen, at nine o'clock A. M
further sum of Twenty-Fiva (|26) Dollar*,
a* an attorney fee. provided by Statute and in Liber 102 of Mortgages, on psge 187, and
WHEREAS the amoiut claimed to ba dua
in aaid mortgage, and no suit or pfOCOe
:ng have been Inilitutfdby law to recover f01* D** *aid mortgageat the lime of IhU nathe debt now remaining secured hv aaid tire ia three hundred aixty five and thirtymortgage or any part thereof whereby the four hundredths (1365.34) dollars, principower of lale contained in aaid mortgagelia* pal and intercat,and the further aua of
fourteen and six hundredths (|14.0fi) dolbecome operative;
Now. therefore,notice,ia hereby given that lars, taxes paid bv said mortgagee, and tbt
by virtue of the aaid 1'owrr of Hale and In further sum of fifteen(415) dollars,aa aa
purauance of the Statute in auih caaea made attorney fee provided for by atalute,which
and provided, aaid mortgage will be fore ia the whole amount claimedto ba due aa
closed by the aale of the prenmea therein aaid mortgage and no auit or proeeadiait
deacribed at public auctionto the hi|heit having been institutedat law or in equity,
bidder at the north front door of the Court to recover the debt now remainingaaeum
Houae In the City of Grand Haven, in aaid bv aaid mortgage; nor any part thereof,
county of Ottawa, on Tueadav,the 26th dxi whereby the pewrr of sale contained Id aai4
of March, A. D. 1918, at ten o'clock In the mortgage haa become operatic*
NOW THEREFORE. Notice is hereby given
forenoonof that day. Raid premieeaar>dearrihfdin aaid mortgage aa followa: A that by virtue of the aaid Fowar of Bala
parcel of land aituated in th' Townahip of and iu pursuance of the statute in aoeh caaa
Holland.Countv of Ottawa and atato of made and provided, aaid mortgaga will be
foreclosed by a aale of the premises therein
Michigan, and deacribed aa follow* to wit:
Commencing at a point flftv (50) rod* described at public auction to the highest
north of the corner atake of the Houthwrat •udder, at the north front door of the court
corner of the HouthweatQuarterof Recto- house, in the rity of Grand Haven, in aaid

GIVE

SUFFRAGE PLAY

A

A.

ten o’clock in the forenoon at sairf
•rebate office, be and U hereby ap

it

'kelp.

.

ed to Janna lloeve or some other
suitable person

SETH

Present, Hon. Jar e« J.
Judge of Probate.
(631), and which mortgage was duly as.
signed by an assignmentin writingmade
In the matter of the estate of
and executed by said Wilson Harrington,
mortgagee of Holland, townahip,Ottawa
Johannett R. Van Oort, Deceased.

''V; whi.rh

Vi!°W*

•‘""IbeA it

1

Lot seventeen(17) of Rleketee Brother!
Addition to the City of Holland. Ottawa
County,Michigan, according to the recorded
plat thereof, of record in the office of the
Register of Deeds of Ottawa Couuty, Michigan.

1917.

The Ottawa County Ruilding k Loan

Also all that part of the northwaatquarAssociation. ter of the north) ait quarter of Soatioa
thirty two (82) in Township five (5), north
Mortgagee.
uf Kangc fifteen(15) west, whirh is houndDiekema. Kollen k Ten Cate.
ed on the north side by the south anrgln
Attorneys for mortgagee
Reventeenth atreet;
the
HuaineaaAddress, Holland,Mlcl
south aide by
line -unning paral.
lei therewith and sixty-ail (66) feet south
therefrom; bounded on the east aids by tha
Expires Feb. 16. 1918
west margin line of College Avenue, and
hounded oil the wist side, by the east bounMOBTOAOB BALB
line of lot twenty four (24) of VanDea
WHEREAS default has been made in the dary
payment of the moneys aacurad by a mort Herg's Addition Number one. to VaaDsa
Rerg's plat, all situated in the City of Holgage, dated July 10th, A. D. one thouaand
land, County of Ottawa,and State of Mishinine hundred and twelve, exaeutad by Jacob
Wabrke and Hubertha Wabeka, hia wife, of na
the rity of Holland, Ottawa County,MichiDated. Nov. 22nd, A.»D. 1917.
gan, to the Council of Hope College, a cor
Councilof Hope College, Mortgage*
poration of Holland. Michigan,which said
mortgage was recordedin the office of the Diekema. Kollen k Ten Cato,
Register of Deeds of Ottawa County,Michi
Attorneyafor Mortgages,
July,
D., our

County, Michigan, to the Kirat State Bank
of Holland, of the City of HoHand. State of
William 0. Van Eyck having filed
Michigan, a corporation, which said asaign
meat is dated the 24th day of November, in said court his petition for licenae
one thousand -‘ght hundred ninety-one, and to aell the interest of aaid estate in
E. Kollen greatly pleased those present
recorded in the oBce of the Registerof
for that state.
with patrioticand humorous readings
The cast of characters was: Wyom- Deeds of Ottawa County, Michigan,on the certain real estate therein deacribed
among them being the old and thriving ing, Mrs. Whitman; Utah, M/s. Mark- nineteenth (19th) day of January A. D, one
It is Ordered, That the 28th day of
thousand eight hundred ninety-seven, in Listory of Paul Revere 's Ride.
ham; Colorado, Mrs. Blekkink; Wash- ber fifty-one(SI) of Mortgageson page one
Jan., A. D. 1918, at ten o'clock iu
The program was completed by two ington, Mrs. Rich; Idaho, Mrs. (Jowly; hundred Twenty-five (125)
WHEREAS the power of (ale contained
musical numbers,“Ave Maria”, sung
Kansas, Mrs. Dutton; California,Mrs. in said mortgage haa become operative by the forenoon, at laid probate office,
by Mrs. Waltz in her delightfulman Champion;
York, Mrs. Miles.
reason of the non-paymentof the moneys be and is hereby appointed for
ner, and two harp solos rendered charm
The new president, Mrs. 8t. Clair secured by said mortgaga,and the intereat hearing said petition, and that all
ingly by Miss Dorothy
After
thereon and no suit or proceedinghaving
presided over
meeting. Mrs. been commenced, either in law or in equity
the singing of ” America” the guests
Blekkink conducted
devotions. to collect the amount due on said mort- persons interested in said estate apwere ushered into the dining room by
pear before said court, at said time gan, on the 12th day of
Miss Gertrude Dosker
Louis /'lie, gage, or any part thereof, and
A.
Mrs. Merrick Hanchett who, with her
WHEREAS_____________
the amount now due thereoa
UusinesaAddress — Holland,Michigan)
accompanied by
Nella Mryer, amount*
________ to three
______ and six- and place, to show cause
a
li- thousandnine hundred and twelve, at eight
hundred
fifty-four
committee, served simple refreshments
o’clock,A. M. in Liber 106 of mort
sang “Lead, Kindly Light.” Miss ty eifhT hundred* "d*1ii»nr (1i354.V8),~o|*lh. cense to sell the interest of said es- twenty
gages on page 86. and
from a table decorated with flags and Wilma Moyer gave a piano tolo.
cr with roita of forecloiure*hnd aale indudWHEREAH the amount claimed to be due
ExpiresMarch 20. 1918
having a large birthday cake as its
ing an attorneyfee, provided for in aaid tate in said real estate should not on said mortgageat the date of this notira
MOBTOAOB BALB
mortgageand by the atatutea of the atata.
chief attraction.
is
the
sura
of
twelve
hundred
twelve
and
Whereas
default has been made in tht
Allegan Sheriff Has Tire Trouble In
NOW7 THEREFORE notice ii hereby given he granted.
ninety-seven hundredths(11212.97)dollars, payment of the money serured by a mortThe chapter thus completedanother Addition to Company of Insane
that laid mortgage will ba forecloied by a
It is Further Ordered, That public principal and Interest,and the further sum gage dated tha 12th day of Nhvemnrr,A. D,
pleasant and harmoniousyear, working
lale of the premiiei in laid mortgage de
twenty seven
forty hundredths
1912, executed by Derk J, Ta' Roller and
Sheriff Hillman of Allegan made a
together with a spirit
love and night drive last week that he does not arribed, at public auction, to the higheit notice thereof be given by publloatlor (827.40)dollars,taxes paid by said mort- Anna Te Roller, hia wife, of the City ot
bidder, at the north front door of the court
gagee,
and
the
further
sum
of
thirty five Holland,County of Ottawa and Ntato of
pride for home and country which charwish to have to repeat soon. Victor -home in the city of Grand Haven, in aaid of a copy of thli order, for three iuc (|35) dollars,as an attorney fee, provided Michigan parties of the first part, to Tha
acterizes all true Daughters
the
county of Ottawa on Tueaday the 9th day
whole I Ottawa County Building and I<oan AaeoetaN’ygren of Bentheim, who was recently of April, A. D., one thouxand nine hundred ceselve weeks previous to said day ot for by statute, and which is the
American Revolution.
sent to the Kalamazoo state hospital and eighteen, at ten o'clock in the forenoon hearing, in the Holland City Newi a amount claimed to be unpaid on said mort | tion of Holland, Michigan, a corporation duly
gag*, and no suit or proceedings having been organised and doing business under and by
escaped from that institutionand went of said
«. institutedat law or in equit- to recover the virtue of the Laws of the State of Mleh
hidebt now remainingsecured by said mort gtn, parties of the second pert, which aai4
back to sec his relatives. The officer gage, a* followa A parcel of land situated
*‘!d..mf,rt;
d clrcu,tted
in
TO CIRCUIT
gage; nor any part thereof, whereby the mortgagD was rerorded in the offiea of the
id county.
was called to go and get him. He left the Townahip of Holland, in the County of
iKtwer of sale containedin said mortgage Register ef Deeds of the County of Ottawa
IN
Allegan in the early evening but had Ottawa, and State of Michigan, and describhas become
and Htate of Michigan, on the 18th day of
J.
ed. aa followa. to-wit: The east half of the
D. 1912. in Liber 62 of Morttire trouble enough to discouragea
Max Kohnke, of AgncW, who appear- less determinedman. He arrived at west half of the southeast quarter, and also (A true
Judge of Probue en that by virtue of the said Power of $«lf I •f';". 00 paf* 478, and
the west half of the east half of the southed in Justice Dickinson’s court in his destination at about midnight to east quarter, both in Sectionthirty-three,
and in pursuance of the statute in such rase
” brtea* aaid mortgaM contains a PT®”*"
Cora Vande Water
made and provided, said mortgage will be
should any default be made m the
Grand Haven Thursday on the charge
find a score or more men guarding the in Township Six. north of range aixteen
foreclosed by
site of the premises thereinpayment of any of the installments either
Acting Registerof Probate deacribed at public auctionto the highest °1 principal or interest on any day ••reof felonious assault was bound over man, who said that he simply came west, containing eighty acres of land, more
or leas.
to circuit court upon bail of $200, when
bidder at the north front door of the Court «I>on the eame Is payable and should the
o
Dated this 3rd day of January, A. D.
home to visit and did not object to goitld and in arrears for tht
llouse, in tha City uf Uranil Haven, In xame remain unpaid
the testimonyconcerningthe alleged
ing with the officer. On the way to 1918.
ipare of ilx monthi. then and in that saaa,
7806—
Expires
Jan.
19
xaid
rounty
of
Ottawa,
and
Htate
of
Michi
FIRST
STATE
BANK
OF
HOLLAND.
act was submitted, rt is claimed that
Allegan more tire trouble appeared
van, on Monday, the eighteenth
of after the lapae of ilx month*, all the princiMortgagee. | STATE OF MICHIGAN— Th# Probate Court
Kohnke attacked George
of
February A. D„ one thomand nine hundred pal lum remaining unpaid, together with
and the sheriff came into town on the Diekema.Kollen A Ten Cafe,
for the Oaunty of Ottawa.
Grand Haven townsfiip with a chisel
eighteen, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon,on Inlerext thereon ihall at the option of ascAttorneysfor Mortgagee.
At a session of aaid court, held at th) and
rims just before daybreak.
that day. which laid |>remi***are deacriucd end party, become due and payable tarn!-,
or some other similar weapon last Sat
BusinessAddress: Holland, Mirhigan.
ProbataOffice in tha City of Grand Havas in laid mortgageai follow*;
dlatefy thereafter,and
urday, when the
man
WbvreM the pirtiea of the flrit Jtart have
I id said County, on the 27th Hay of
The
north forty two (42) feet
went there with a purchaser of some
W pay lha I'.essmanta
fifteen (15) and aixteen '16 In*
DepembMi
J) ,9,7.
of Kohnke ’s land to draw up the legal
Additionto the City of Holland,Ottawa|m »he »smc baciwe dua and payable, and ara
in arrran for more than all month* la*t
Present, Hon. Jamea J. Danhof, Couuty,Michigan,accordingto the recorded now
paper. Kohnke has engaged legal talpart, and the lecond party ha* exercised its
Starting December 10, till Jan. 10,
i.lat thereof,of record in the office of the
ent and is expectedto fight the case
option and hti declared aaid mortgage and
Den Herder’s Zeeland State Bank,
Probate.
Regiiter ot Deed* of Ottawa county, Mich
every part of it due and payable, and there
in the courts.
OR
ANigan.
1918, I will be at the following places, I'
the matter
tha eatata
U now due on taid mortgage at the date
Dated Nov. 22nd. A. D. 1017.
of thi* notice, the turn of Six Hundred Sevto collect taxes ever Monday,
Solomon Benedict, Deceased.
Coannl of Hope College, Mortgagee. enty nine and icventy-hundredtha
(679.70)
Wednesday and Saturday at the HoiC1 , ,
Dieki-ma, Kollen ft Ten Cate,
Dollar*, principal and intereit,and tha furAttorneya for Mortgagee,
land City State Bank, Thursday at the
Mary
Benedict
having
tiled her
23
ther
»um
of
Twenty
five
($25)
dollar#,
a*
Through the efforts of the city fire
UuaincaaAddreia—Holland.Michigan.
an attorney fee provided by Statute and In
Fridays at home, one half mile north of I petition praying that an instrament
department, Holland is well protected
mid mortgage,and no ault or proceeding
Noordeloos store. Friday, Jan. 4, 191S j (Ju]y admitted to Probate in the
having been inrtltutedby law to rerover the
Expire*March 9, 1918
IS against fire under the unusual circumdebt now remainingaecuredbv laid mort;L,ueJ,0rC 0f Ed 8chille,”,ln al -Nor,h Province of guel.ee, Cenada be ad
gage or any part thereof whereby the power
stances of the blizzard.
outsideI Holland,
IN U. 8.
MOBTOAOB BALE
of «ale contained in anid mortgage haa be«
H. KOOYF.RS, Jr. I fitted to Probate and Recorded in
WHEREAH, Default haa been made in the i-ome operative:
team has been hired and sleighs haver1151)
Treasurer Michigan
that administration payment of the moneya aecuredby a
.... Therefor*
..... .....
Now.
notice l» hereby give!
been rigged up at the two departments
gage dated the 16th day of February, in the I that by virtue of lb# laid Power oi ^a.e
I of said estate be granted to Otto P.
year one thouaand eight hundred and eighty-.11
„ purauauee
ot the butute in xurb
From a single church in Zeeland, theUo that responses to fire can be made in
pui
executed by Johanna* Vllek and Her made and provided, xaid mortgage will t#
Kramer or Rome other Bailableper. •even,
Second Reformed, twenty-three men that way. The sleighshave been equipmine Vliek, hit wife of the city of Holland, foreclosedby the sale of the premise* there
Default having 'been made in the|»°n. And having filed all exemph- Ottawa County, Mirhigan, ax partiex of the in dexrribed at public auction to tha highhave gone to serve Uncle Sam, and ped with hose and ladders and the
first part, to Tobyaa Kofferx of Holland. Ot- est bidder at the north front door of Iht
conditions of a certain mortgage madelfied copies required by statute,
tawa County. Michigan, ax party of the sec- Court House in the Citv of Grand Havaa, In
eighteen of these are from a single firemen will be able
effective
ond part, which xaid mortgage wax rerorded xaid County of Ottawa, on Tuesday, the 26th
b,0.k
“
Ordered,
That
th.
28th
day.
Sunday School class.
service flag work should a fire break out.
in the office of the Kegiater of Deeds of Ot- day of March A D. 1918, at ten o'eloek la
tawa County,Mirhigan, on the 23rd day of tho forenoon of that day. Bald premia*# ara
The usual fire fighting equipment gan, mortgagor, to
First
Dat- ten A.
has been hung out for them. The men
February, A. D., one thouxand eight hundred deacribed in aaid mortgage a* followa: — "A
would
be
comparatively
helplpss
under
Bank
of
Holland,
Michigan,
a
corpora
at
aaid
Probate
office,
be
and
is here- eighty-seven, at eight o'clock, in the foreand their locations are:
parrel of land tituated in tho Townahip of
noon, in Liber 16 of Mortgageson page 430; Holland. In the County of Ottawa and Slat*
Jacob A. Barense, Field Hospital,
condition.,but Mayo, V.ndo,' ^e»,uH:11‘‘”d
I
Pe' and
of Mirhigan,and described as follows: taxaid mortgaga wax duly ax wit:— Lot number eifhty-two (82) it
Thomas Beukema, Henry Boea, Corpor- sluis announced this forenoon that th^
signed by an aixignmentin writingmadi- Lugera' Additlou to the city of Holland.
«
That
al Gilbert Karsten,
Mulder, people may feel that they are well pro
and executed by the said Tobyai Kofferx of trrordmg to the recorded plat thereof."
State of Michigan: Lots Seventeen hoUces thereof be. liven by public* Holland.Ottawa County, Mirhixan,on the
Dated thi* 20th day of December,A. D.
George Meengs, Gerrit Rozema, John tected by these new arrangements.
1917.
(17) and twenty six (26), in Stewart ’s 1 tion of a copy of tht» order, for three 11th day of Aufuxt, one thousandright huu>
The Ottawa County Ruilding ft Loan
Sl&gb, Jacob Den Herder, Infantry;
dred ninety-nine,anigning and transferring
Axioatartea.
THEY
.<,
1
••id mortgage to Bertha Vugtevsen, of tha
Theo. DePree, cook, Waco; Lieut. J.
Mortgage*.
Township of Overitsl.Allegan county. Mirh.
TO
Said mortgage is dated Hie 10th day a newspaper printed and circulated • ml whirh assignmentwax rerordedin Jhs Diekema,Kollen ft Ten Cat#.
N. Clark, heavy artillery, Ft. WetherAttorneysfor mortgagee.
officeof the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
j of May, 1912, and was recorded in the
RusinexxAddress. Holland,Mirh.
ill, B. I.; Capt. Edward DePree, en
In said county.
rounty, Mirhigan, on tha 16th day of Aug
One to Hold No Services at All; Others office of the Register of Deeds of thJ.
route to France; Lieut. Joe De Prec,
ust, in the year one thousandeight hundred
Are To
County of Ottawa and State Michigan
ninety nine, at 8 o'clock, in the forenoon, in
Are
ao Limit
in Libe
Judga ot Probata.
M. D. taking a course in surgery, PittsExpire*Fvb. 16. 1918
Liber 51 of Mortgageson page 578, and
(A
Trua
Copy)
WHEREAH said mortgage wax duly asion of Mortgages, on page 15, and oon
burg; Lieut. Roy Heasley, light and waMOBTOAOB BALB
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Exercises. .

signed by an assignmentin writingmada
Church services will be considerably tains the usual power of (tale in case
Cora Vande Water
WHEREAH. default has barn mada ta tka
and executed by the aaid Bertha Vugteveen,
limited
tomorrow
on
account
of
the
of default,and no proceeding at law or
of the money* aecured by a mortson, Camp Paul Jones, Great f,alkesStaActing Register of Probate. of the Township of Overiaal, Allegan Coun- payment
ty Mirhigan, on the first day of November,, gage, dated April 14tb, A. D. on* thowaand
andersluis got
got
into
having
been
commenced
to
storm.
Mayor
Vandersluis
tion: Gerrit Karsten, engineers corps,
one thousand nine hundred and six. assign hundred and two **eeilted by J^cah
collectthe amount due on said morting and transferringsaid mortgage to I’ater | '\ahfk« Hr., and Hubertha Wabeka, hia wlfe.
waiting orders; WTm. Kardux. Camp communication with most of
7834— ExpireaJan. 19
gage or any part thereof, and the
Maas, of Holland, Ottawa County,Mirhigan, of the Township of Olive Ottawa Ooaaty
H&ncoek, Georgia; Chester Lalluis,ord
churches to arrive at an agreement as | amount now due on aaid mortgage, for ATE OF MICHIGAN—
Pr* and whirh assignmentwas recorded in tbe Michigan, to the Council of Hope Ooltage, a
nanee department, waiting orders;John
of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa Corporation,of Holland. Michigan, which
bat# Court for tha County of Ot- Office
County,Mirhigan, on the 5th day of Perem said mortgage was recordedIn the office of
»'
A1:
tawa
her. in the year one thousand nine hundred the Regiiterof Deeds of Ottawa Oovnty,
Johann Sytzama, ordnance department,though worship will not be dlipwscdl
dollars*
and six. at three o'clock In the afternoon, in Mirhigan, on the 5lh day of May, A. D. on#
In the matter of the eatate of
thousand nine hundred and two. at tight
waiting orders; Paul Stogeman,chemi* with entirely in most of the ehurjl.es. NotlcJ j, Therefore Hereby Given
Liber 79 of Mortgageson page 417, and
o'clock A. M. in Liber 70 of Mortgag##, sa
eal inspector, New York: Peter V«*r all of them are planning to old ssr-lthat eaid mortgage will be foreclosed
riBiiuvuto
in be
ue uu#
j
WHEREAH the amount claimed
dua
Rink SchoUnus, Deceased.
on said mortgageat the dale of this notice ,,,f' 153- *nd
Hey, Camp Logan, Zion City; John J. vices in side rooms for the purpose of by a sale of the above deacribed premNotice la ha.eby flvan that four month* ia tbe sum of two hundred thirty two and
WHEREAH
the amount claimed to h# daa
DeKoater, engineercorpa, waiting orseventeen hundredths (8232.17)dollar*, on said mortgageat the date of this notice,
aovincr
i9es 10 the bigheat bidder at tbe north
from the 26th of Dec. A. D. 1917,
der*; Gerrit Karsten and John J. De
is
the
sum
of
eight hundred fifty-eightand
prinripal and intereit,ana the further sum
, j front door of the Court House iu the
Koster, who enlisted a short time ago
This step is considered advisable city of Grand
of 0t. have been allowed for creditor* to preeent of fifteen($15) dollsra,a* an attorney fee. seventy-six hundredth!(8858 76) dollars,
provided for by the statute and in said principal and interest,and the further sun
o
speciallyif tho storm should ooatiuue
fiuts'uVMi’chTpn^th^tbj I
mortgagr and whirh is the whole amount of thirty-eightand fifty-five hundredth*
ENTERTAIN FOR MISS DIEKEMA tomorrow. If the weather tomorrow is ing the place foe holding tihe Circuit tn<j that all creditor* of eald deceasedar» rlaimed due aud unpaid on laid mortgageat (838.55) dollar*,taxes paid by said mortgagee. and ths further sum of twenty (826)
this time;
likA tbnt nf tod av the church attend- Court for the Coooty °f Ottawa, at required to preeent their claim# to said
NOW THEREFORE, Notice is hereby giv- dollars as an attorneyfee provided for by stotuts
^
at the Probete Office In the city oi
Miss* Jennie Kin tors and Miss Ger- hke that of today tho church attend
en that by virtue of said power of sale in and in said mortgage, and which I* the whole
trude Ranters Give Function for
ance will be small in any evett,
the 2nd dfty of April|
tQ Bat. Grand Haven. In said county, on or
said mortgage contained and fully set forth •mount rlaimed to he unpaid on said norlBride-to-Be
\nd. 'al* or PWMd'ngs hiving hMl
in many cases it is believed the smaller | bfy the amount due on said mortgage, fore the 26th day of April, A. D. 1918 and in pursuanceof the statute, of VhO
state in such rase, made and provided, said 'n»“““'d or in equity, to recow th#
that mid claims will be heard by mid mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale of ««« now reaulnlng«eouredby said mortrooms will hold the audiences. And together with interest, costs and
Miss Jennie Ranters and Miss Ger•hereby th# j*w.
penses of foreclosure allowed by .law. court on Monday> the 29th day of April the premises therein describedat public
trude Ranters entertained at their in that way a good deal of fuel can
auction to the highest bidder at the north £r
r"n‘»'“fd »" »•«» mortgag# ha#
Said lots will be eeparately sold inas- A.
* n
D. 1918
1918 at
at ten
ten o’clock
o’clock in
in the
the forenoon front door of the Court House in the City of ',cco®,’ “native,
home on East Eighth Street Thnrsdnv be conserved.
much as they are separate and distinct
Grand Hxven. in the said Oonntr of Ottawa NOW THEREFORE. Notice is hereby givDated December 26 A. D. 1917
afternoonfor Miss MargueriteDiekeAt Hope church no public worship I parce],,
and Stats of Michigan, on Monday the 18th en that by virtue of the said power of aal#
ma. The guests numbered about thirtv will be held at all, the church author- Dated, this 31st day of Dec. A. D.
JAMES J. DANHOF, day of March. A. D. one thousand nine hun *n.d. ln pursuance of the statute in aneh csss
and they spent the afternoon making
dred and eighteen, at two o’clock in the ,,ntde. ,nd Provided, said mortgage will bs
Judge of Probate
itics having decided on this to com- 1017.
afternoon, on that day, which xaid premises
•? j . * f*. ll,e pr#miaes therein
little useful gifts for the bride-to-be.
'--O
are described In said mortgage as
pubi1[ JkUCl,°? ,0 lhe
After these were finisheda procession, I ply with the city’s conservation
irs a
n 0 ^ortMeec
All
th.t
I>.rt
Ini
nnmii*r*il
u
hlddsr,
front door of the Court
All that part of lot numbered one (1) in | n0Uif at
ju the
th, north
Cltjr of 0r>nd Htvan
^
Expires March 23, 1916
led bv the guest-of-honor,started for In the First Reformed church the Die^oina| Kollen A Ten Cate,
MOBTOAOB BALE
the dining room. A table with a bank morning services and the Sunday Attorneys for Mortgagee,
ter plant, Camp Custer; Martin John-
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Whereas defauR haa b#«n mad# in the
wh^U°o1 *iu ^ heid in
iTn,i,“” Ajd,w,:
payment of the moner securedby a mortthey were served with delightfnl re- the Btornl doe8 not abate there wil1 be
• ’ the 9th day of December A
dated
7865-— Expires Jan. 19
** '0,'OW*freshments. Mrs. R. A. Ranters of1 no further services during the day.
S' 1912. executed by Derk J. TeRoller way intersect,the north line of lot two
Anna Te Roller, hia wife, of the City in said Block sixty-one (61). from taid •'‘•tanumbered thirteen (13) aixteen (16)
Pn and’
Kalamazoo, who has been visiting here,
The Third Reformed church an- STATE OF MICHIGAN—
of Holland, County of Ottawa and State of point of beginning, the boundary line to run|*"d l5en*JrJ<iHrC3*) in Blagh's Addition tn
was present.
bate Court for tho County a Michigan,parties of the flrat part, to The east on th* north line of said lot one. to tbe --- --- - 0f. Holland, Ottawa County,
vuuub/, graicni*
Michinounces that the morning services will
Ottawa County Ruilding ft Loan, Association northeast corner of said lot; thence aouth gan, according to the recorded plat thereof,
Ottawa.
of Holland, Michigan,a corporationd ly on the east line of said lot one (1) to the of record in the officeof the Register of
be held in the chapel if the storm conAnnuftl Meeting
At a session of tak) Court, helo organized and doing buaineas under and xnuthrart corner thereof, thence weit on the Deeds, of Ottawa County.Michigan.
Dated. Nov. 22nd, A. D. 1917.
tinues. It is possible that there may at the Probate Office In the City o* by virtue of the Law* of the State of Mich south line of said lot one (!' to a point to
igan, partiea of the *econd Wt. whirh aaid that a line running north therefrom and par ... , Cou5fi.!ot Nop* College Mortgagee.
Grand
Haven
In
aaid
County,
on
th*
be
no
further
aervices
during
the
day.
Notice is hereby given that the anmortgage was rerorded in the office of the allel with the east line of said lot will atrike Diekema. Kollen ft Ten Cate,
Attorneyafor Mortgagee.
the point of beginning on the north line of
nual meeting of the Farmers’ Mutual Further announcementwill be made at 27th day of December, A. D. 1917. Register of Deed# of th# Coand State of Michigan,on the 16th day said lot (1), said parcel of land being BusinessAddress—Holland, Michigan.
Fire Insurance Company of Allegan the morning services.
of
December
A.
D.
1912,
In
Liber
62
of
Present, Hoa. June* J. Danhof
• part of aaid lot on* in block aixty-one
and Ottawa Counties, for the election
mortgages, on page 482, *nd
aforesaid. All accordingts the rerorded
Almond Supply.
No announcements have been re- Judge of Probate.
Whereas *aid mortr'fe contain* • provi map thereof on record in the office of the
of officers and directorswill be held at
About one-fourthof tha world's supIn the matter of the estate of
ton
that should any default be made in the Register of Deeda of anid Ottawa County.
ceived
from
the
other
churches
in
the
Btreeters’ Opera House, in the city of
payment of any of tbe inaUllmentaeither
ply of nlmonds are grown In Spain.—
Dated, December 19, A. D. 1917.
Egbert Boeve, Deceased.
Allegan,Michigan, on Thursday the city. But Mayor Vandersluis saw them
of principal or intereston any day where,
Christian Science Monitor.
PETER
MAAS.
i*
payable,
and
should
the
upon
the
same
ia
payable,
17th day of January 1918, commencing all and all agreed to hold lervDes in
Janna Boeve. having filed her pe
same remain unpaid and in arrears for the Diekema, Kollen ft Ten Gate Mortgagee
at ten o’clock in tbe forenoon. A large
titioo, praying that an instramentapaM
souths,then and in that cm# tuatnesa Addreia— Holland,Michigan.
smaller rooms.
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It is strange that no one was hit, as
we must have been fine targets, sitting
on our horses. As soon as they fired
Beach MUUik Go.
we dismounted,as was natural, and
(Buying Price* of Grain)
Wheat, white No. ------- 2.04 TELLS THRILLING EXPERIENCE we were soon shooting volley fire at
them. Volley fire i« fire where all
'Wheat, -white No. 2 -----2.01
FOURTEEN OREEZER8 KILLED shoot at once and not at will. We shot
"Wheat, white No. -----------------1M
TWELVE WOUNDED
•Whewt, red No. --------------------2.09
five rounds and then advanced and
Wheat, red No. 2 -----------------— 2.00
shot another five round. By that time
Wheat, red No. 3 -----------------2.03 Found It Even Cold In Mexico and the machine gun got into action and
Rye —
l-M
that soon cleared the field of bandits
Very Cold At First
Oat*, per taahtl.~~~~.~~ —
-80
The Mexicans were directing their fire
f<Jorn ...
........
2.08
from a house about five hundred yard*
Fred
De
Jongh
living on the Rural
8t. Car Feed ...........................
- ...... 75.00
away. This was the first target the
No. 1 Feed ........................................
75.00 Route in Allegan county and known machine gun had. Their fire killed six
Cracked Corn ............
~79.00 by many in this city writes his parent* men that were in the house. After
<Jorn Meal . .................
~..79.00
the Mexicans quit firing we mounted
relative to the limiting down of Mcx
Bran ........
40.00
our horses, and came back into the
Middlings
46.00 it-un bandits. De .lungh personally was
Good 1T. 8. A. There were no casual
Screenings ---- ---------- ----- ------ 4 00 onc „f the troop of cavalrymen who ties to either men nr horses.
Hog Feed . .....................................
68.00 helped to shoot down 26 Greeaem of
The place we forded the river is now
Badger Dairy Feed - ---------------- 52.00
which 14 were k .led and 12 wounded. named Wells ford in honor of the maBadger Horse Feed --------------------60.00
jor, who was the first officer to cross
0-Er-Lay 'Scratchfeed with grit. ...79.00 His letter gives a vivid Idea of warthere. In going back across, two
CEr-Lay Scratch “ without grit 82.00 fare on bandits on the Mexican border
horses just in front of me stumbled
Low Grade --------------------77.00
and fell and made me all wet, but
Krause Hi-Protein Dairy Food.....—60.00 line.
Eag’.e Pass, Texas, dan. 1, did not even take cold from the soak
ing.
Thomas Klomparensk Co.
b ar Father and Mother:
After crossing the river we we-t
(Feed in Ton Lots)
Here it is the first day of the acw back to Indio, arriving there at about
Hay, loose ....
22.00 year, but it is the strangestday I have
8 o’clock P. M. after having ridden
Hominy ............................................
70.00
(.Vcr spent. 1 have worked nil day about twentv hours and covering 7fi
Hay, baled ..... .................
24.00
Straw .
... — -------- 16.00 and just now have a chance to write miles from the time wo left Eagle
t„ v.mi. I will begin at the start and Pas*.. I rode about ten miles further
Molenaar k De Goedt
being with Capt. Howard. We remain.
.49
tell* von all about our trip. Friday
Butter, creamery ..................
ed at Indio all night and left there at
Butter, dairy ............................ . .44 nivht l was on patrol, and coming bn*’*'
one o’clock P. M. for Eagle Pass, ar.50 at about fl o'clock 1 met the first serEggs -------riving there at 4 P. M.
. .20 geant, who was all out of breath, an
Pork .............
From the time we left until we got
. .18 told me that the whole squadron was
Mutton ---.14-16 ordered out into the field. When I got back was about forty hours, and durVeal ------back to camp men from all troops wer.' ing that time we traveled close to him;
Beef
.18 saddling their horses. All were ordered dred miles. 1 know now what it is t.)
Spring Chicken ~.~.
62.00 to go full pack, which consistsof shel- have bullets whiz over mv head and
Oil Meal ----------60.00 ter bag, nose bag, slicker, lariat, one strike around me. It is thought tlut
Cotton Soed Meal....
blanket, Besides saddle blanket, can- there were about 70 bandits in the
teen, mess outfit, and a few other small gang and the report came from Mexico
things. Well, mine was already packed that we had killed fourteen and wound|
LOCALS
for me, as I had been sent to round ed twenty. I have been appointed to

KILLS BANDITS
IN MEXICO

Du Mez

1

3

1

Brothers

SEMI-ANNUAL
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.........
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ft.

-

1

Clearance
Sale

I

.....

--

t

Will Begin Wednesday Jan. 23 and Close Positively Saturday
Feb. 9.
6 DAYS OF SPECIAL BARGAIN GIVING. Our SemiAnnual Blue Tag Clearance Sale is a Money Saving Sale to which
1

countless number of customers look forward each year. The rapidly rising cost of
living has found its way into every home, and in many of them it is necessary to
economize in every way possible. Our Blue Tag Sale offers a splendid opportunity
to save money on many essential articles in Dry Goods and Groceries. Great bargains may be had in Ladies Cloaks and Suits, Skirts. Waists and other ready-towear garments; various other departments hold out attractive offerings, and also
a great many remnants, brokens lots of different kinds etc. Through early and
heavy buying we have been able to keep prices down to a great extent, but new
merchandize during the year 1918 will be much higher, and besides many items
will be exceedingly hard to obtain, You will save money if you provide for your
future needs by taking advantage of our sale. As usual all articles included in this
sale will have Blue Tags attached. Positively no goods laid aside or sold at sale
price before the opening day of the sale, so that everybody may have an equal
chance.

gO to officers training school and ex"Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Viawhei were up the married men. 8o all I had to
pect to leave tomorrow. Copt. Howdo
was
to
strap
the
rolls
on
the
sad"Orand Rapid* visitors yesterdays
— :o:— ‘
dle. The whole squadron and one ard told me he was pleased and sorry
to have me go; but I am sure that I
First Lieutenant Kay Visseher leaves platoon of the machine gun company
go
with his best wishes. I am healthy
today for Washington, D.'C. to assume of the -Ird infantrywere ready to
and well ns usual.
the duties assigned to him by the gov- leave at 1:30. We arrived at Indio
With love to all, your son. FRED.
I Ranch at 4:15, a distance of
eighteen
<*.r&inent.
—
miles. After arriving there w,« bad to
The Knights of Pythias at their take eare of our horses and find a place SIX OF FASTEST KNITTERS
HAVE CONTEST AT CLUB
meeting this evening will confer tin- to sleep. Bob, Pete mid myself slept
At the meeting of the Woman's club
second rank. All members are request- in an empty silo. Bob and I had taken
ed to lie present.
extra blankets,but Pete had not, so We in Grand Haven Tuesday afternoon one
had only three saddle blankets and two of the most interestingfeatures which
The Pere Marquette Tuesday placed others. We retired at 5 o’clock and had has been on a club program for a long
an embargo on all outward bound to get up at six, so you can see how time, was a knitting contest. Six of
ffreighl•which probably will be contin- much sleep we got. Cold
Well, I the fastestknitters known to the comI’jed for 48 hours.
guess. The weather here has been the mittee were asked to compete and the
coldest in fifteen years — only 19 de- following appeared with their needles
The Annual meeting of the Men’s grees above zero but it seemed *• awful and yarn: Mrs. Zaagman, Mrs. FerAdah Bible class of the Third Rj- cold'’ to us.
•ingn, Mrs. Robinson, Mrs. Knowles,
formed church will be held in the
Well, I left Indio ranch the next Mrs. Donselaar and Mrs. Rossien. The
chapel of the church on Friday even- morning with Capt. Howard and elev- ladies were given n period of 15 mining. Officers will ne elected,the re- en other men. We were to be an ad utes in which to knit and at the close
ports will be presented and light re- vauee party and try to find the ford of the time limit Mrs. Zaagman had
ifreabments will be served.
where the cattle and goats had be-n completed the greatest amount of
driven across the river into Mexico bv work. She was awarded the prize.
N. G. Carlsin of Lansing is in Grand a gang of bandits. The first guide w*>
Haven. Mr. Carlsin has resigned from had lost us, and through delay th' SENSATION AT KNICKERBOCKER
his position with the Home Furnace squadron passed Ithe place we were to
<h>. of Holland and has taken a travel- meet them. We sent a man after them
One of the most beautiful acts (
ing position with the Holland Furnace to tell them where we were and sent the American stage has been at tl
fie will have charge of the Super- other patrols along the river to look Knickerbockerthe past two days, ”
ior, Wisconsindistrict.
fur the ford. We rode about one and Bit of Egypt” those who saw it a
— :o:
one half hours before Patching up still talking of if and those who mir
lu a letter to tlir tientinel Mrs. Irene
with the rest of them, and when we ed it are- un lucky indeed. A rare tre
* Sidfoo, formerly of Holland now livfound them a number of Texas rang- is now on at the Knickerbocker, Tl
og in Halstead, Kansas, writes that a
ers were acting as their guides. The American Minstrel Maids, seven prot
• *eti stays ago the coldest weather in
Texas Rangers hnd found the ford girls ami two men give a eojnple
Vt?e history of Kansas prevailed. The
and were to take us there. After a Minstrel show and in, addition Mann
'void spell has now subsided,she writes.
long eross-countryride (sometimeswe er Ogden has two of the Keith Vaud
had to had the horses) wo came to the ville acts. Pictures start at 7 o’eloi
FVsift Stansburv has resigned his
ford. During that time we had picked and are run again after the vaudevil
position a* driver in Engine house No.
up more Texas Rangers and now hnd <0 the Knickerbocker patrons can cor
21 after nerving the city for fifteen
14 with ns. They forded the river and early or late and see a complete *ho
•years. .Joe Ten Brink has been instal'about 2 o’clock in the afternoon Major Special matinee for the children 8ati
**d as driver of the new Service Truck
Wells, he squadron commander, follow j days.
but no doubt another man will be ad-:o:ed by Troop
(our troop) followed
ded soon to take charge of the team.
PARK TOW
aeroM. The water was almost half
— -:o:—
SHIP TAKE NOTICE
Fhe Ninth Street Christian Reform- way up to the horses’ bellies but 1
ed church Sunday school deserves u did not get my feet wet.
Dog owners of Park township
Led by the Rangers
followed
word of commendation for their patn
vour
dog tax this month. Those
what
they
called
a
“hot
trail.”
We
«»tic loyalty. The school sent in $31. 5d
, r# tke local Red Cross to be used for traveled slowly. It took about one have not paid by Feb. 1 are sub
the benevolence work now going on in hour to go two miles, but finally we on to loss of the dug and a line of $2
Male dogs are taxed at $2 per 1
bchalt of the American soldiers at tin- an old Mexican shack which seemed
deserted; but the Rangers soon found and female dogs at $5 per head. ’
front.
a woman and they tried to make her os are to be paid at the home of
— to:—
•
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Robbins and tell Where the men were but she woull
By order of
Miss Heene DePrce of Holland left to- tell nothing. While they were talking

—
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Do Not Forget The Date Of This Sale,
JAN. 23 to FEB. 9 - ONLY 16 DAYS
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(Who/ We Say We Do, We Do

Registration Notice

DOG OWNERS OF

NOTICE

we

HEREBY GIVEN,

IS

Re-

Holland will meet at the places

gistration of the City of

hereinafter designated

that the Board of

on

clerk.

day for Charlotte,N. D., to visit with to her she screamed ami then the ban
Nathaniel Robbins, .!r., who is station- dits fired upon us.
ed at Camp Greene where he is underFrench instruction preparatory
to going over seas and becoming interpreter on Gen. Perishing’sstiiff.— <J. If,
Tribune.
— sot—
Because there is but a small supply
v)f fuel left in the boiler house bunkers
at tke Central school building in Grand
Haven, it will be necessary to cut down
•*o the half day schedule in that building. The new program will go into effect neit week, unless the conditions
'•hange greatly before next Monday
morning and the board of education is
assured of having enough fuel to keep
the big building running.
— :o:—
The grocerymenare worryingVncle
Himuel is asking them togive a report
of the amount of food they have on
hand, together with the amount they
have sold during the past year. It must
be given in pounds too. Think of figuring the number of pounds of eggs
•old during the past year and the number of pounds of canned good* sold.
Some of them will probablybp grey
before they .have aii accurate report.

“Now

dear to my heart are the
Thoughts of those good old days before our friend Hoover appeared on
rhe scene, when the odor of pot roast
snhaled from the kitchen, and supplemented the rich smell of the succulent
bean; the light bread, the butter,the
<mp of strong Java, with oodles of
eugar and good yellow cream; the
pies, and the cookies,the jam and the
.tellies,an e’en the old spud with his
baked jacket on.
Ooopersville Ob•server.

DOO OWNERS

OF

HOLLAND TOWN-

SHIP TAKE NOTICE
Dog owners of Holland township
take notice. T he time set for the paying of your dog taxes is from Jan. 1
until Feb. 1, 1918. Those who have
not paid within that time are subject
to the loss of the dog and a fine of $25.
Male dogs are taxed at $2 per head
and female dogs at $5 per bead. Taxes
are to be paid at the home of the
township clerk.

By

order of Charles Eilander,

.Route

11

Holland Township
2-3w

Oleri;

<’. II.

CHRISTOPH E
Township C|

Saturday, January
Between the hours

of 8 o’clock a m.

26,

1918

and 8 o’clock p.m. for the purpose of completing the
wards of said city.

lists

of the qualified voters of the several
#

NO

Punctures
Talk No. 3;

1. What

is

of

THIRD

WARD 167 River Ave. Store of Kardux and Karsten.
WARD Basement Floor City Hall Corner River and

Essenkay

on Van Raulte

Avenue between 19th and 20th Streets.

“An Epoch-MakingDiscovery”
By order

Essenkay?
resilient mater-

Dated Holland, Mich. January 16
PROPOSALSWANTED

of

the Board of Registration

1918

RICHARD OVERWEG.

SCHOOL BOARD REPORT

he formulae is a secret, the process is protected in such a wav
as to make its discovery a practical impossiblity.Essenkay does not
lend itself to satisfactoryanalysis, as certain ingredients used in its
maiiuafteuro are expelled during the process of vulcanization,and
therefore are not containedin Essenkay— the finished product.

Bitln will b* ferried on Thursday. JanThe Boaid of Educationmet in reguary 17th. 1918. ten A. M. at the office of
ular session and was called to order by
the County Clerk. Grand Haven. Michigan,
for the ronitniction of the following 16 foot the president.

2. What does Essenkay do?

concrete roada.
One mile on the north aide of Section 36.

I

Briefly it ends nil tire troubles! It saves the expense, danger, delay and annoyance resulting from punctures, "blow-outs” and "slow
leaks.
It is obvious that with Essenkay filled tires, there can be no punctures “blow-outs" or "slow-leaks” because there is nothing to leak,
puncture or blowout in the ordinary sense. Pick up all the nails and.
tacks you pleas — and what happens? Nothingl Just pull them out
after you get home. No matter what penetrates your casings, a "flat
tire” will have no terrors for you, for with Essenkay deflationis impossible — it simply cease* to exist.

WILLIAM ARENDS
F

.

St.

WARD Polling Place, 301 First Avenue.
FIFTH WARD Polling Place, Corner Central and State Street.
SIXTH WARD Basement Floor Van Raalte Ave. School House

j’ara rubber, but none of of its defects, yet actually contains
signlo trace of rubber in its composition,

General

106 E. 8

FOURTH

Blowouts

In appearanceEssenkay is brown, flexible, highly

md a

2,

11th Street.

NO

ial that possesses practicallynil of the desired physical characteristics

"f

Second story of Engine House No.

SECOND

Doubles Tire Mileage

Story

WARD

FIRST

Agent.

CONKLIN, MICH.

S. Read my Essenkay talks every week.

Members

present— Trustees Leen-

City Clerk

$1.90; W. M. Welsh, $12.32; Ottawa
Furniture Co., $22.66;City News, $6.75;
B. Stekctee, $6.33; B. Blagh, $1; De
Free Hdw. Co., $6.43; City Tress., $fl;
Yonker PI. Co., $7.40; Mills Co., $7.60;
Mich. State Tele. Co. $3.30; Citizens

Telephone Co„ 75c;

CiU

Tele

Co.,

bouts, Beeuwkes, Kollcn, Winter and * Son, $7.73; Keppel Sons, $3.25; VerLake atreet in Park townahlp.
One and one quartermiloa through Her- i Oeerlings.Absent— Trustees Marsilje, eeke-Siersma, $4.62; R. Zeerip,-$18;
tion- 28 and 27 on Holland Township on i Brouwer, Miles and Pelgrim.
Donnelly-Kelley, $1.55; * Scott-Lugers,
the Central Mlehigan Pike.
The minutes of the previous meeting $1.87; Boone Bros., $4.50; J. A.
Three mllea through aectiona 15, 2-. .3.
Brouwer, $22.70.
id 28 in Grand Haven township on the were read and approved.
Weit Michigan Pike. ........ .
Trustee Oeerlingsmoved that Mr.
Cement will be furniahedby the Road
Trustee Winter moved that the reCommiMionera. ' work to be i» accordance i Miles be asked to represent the board
with aperifleationaon file at County Clerk’a
t)ie Supervisors meeting in Grand port be accepted and orders drawn for
the several amounts. Carried all memjr:,,b™pu^
r.utiv,
m,,, p„s,
bers voting aye.
Rieht ia reaerved to reject any or all blda. ns county nurse. Carried.
OTTAWA CO. ROAD COMMISSION. T|,e committee on claims and acTrustee Oeerlingsmoved that the
B3r“ Auatin Harrington,
counts reported favorably on the fol- committee on schools be instructed to
lowing bills: Gas Co., $4.32; City consider the feasibilityof dosing the
R. H. Cook,
William Connelly.
domestic Science departmentand other
o,
departmentsnot absolutely necessary
during the present crisis. Carried.
.
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Trustee Beeuwkes moved that th*
Co., $9.74; FlanniganCo., committee on Ways and Means and
the secretary submit the tadget at the
?•! ,1 Jo Am ’ Ilooh C,'. T«7 next regular meeting. Carried.Board
adjourned.
. Henry Oeerlings, Sec’y.
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